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terms of the Prime Minister’s state
ment made in this House on the 19th 
December, 1952.

It is hoped to place Justice Wan- 
choo’s Report, together with Govern
ment’s recommendationi» on the table 
of the House in the course of this 
month. On the approval of the House 
being obtained, legislation will have to 
be undertaken.

GENERAL BUDGET—DEMANDS 
FOR GRANTS

Mr. Deputy'Speaker: The House will 
now take up discussion of the De
mands for Grants, Nos. 22, 23, i?4 and 
25, relating to the Ministry of Exter
nal Affairs. The Time-table show
ing the dates on which the Demands 
in respect of the various Ministries 
Will be taken up has already been cir
culated. Today, the House will deal 
with the External Aftalrs Ministry. 
Regarding the time limit for speeches, 
the usual practice has been to fix a 
time limit of 15 minutes for all Mem
bers including Movers of cut motions 
and 20 minutQS, if necessary, for le a 
ders of Groups, subject to that time 
being cut out in ihe whole time elJott- 
ed to that group. The time taken, as 
usual, by the Ministsrs in the reply in 
the end will be excluded. Demand 
No. 22 relates to Tribal /-.reas. Demand 
No. 23 relates to External Affairs. De
mand No. 24 relates to Chundernogore 
and Demand No. 25 relates to Miscel
laneous Expenditure under the Minis
try of External Affairs.

So far as cut motions are concern- 
Qci. I have here a number of cut mo
tions to these various Demands. I 
would urge upon hon. Member.  ̂ and

-aders of Grgups to hand over the 
numbers of rhose cut motions v;hir'h 
they select, to the Secretary in 15 mi
nutes. I will Ireat them as moved if 
those hon. Members in whose names 
those cut motions stand, are present 
in the House and they are otherwise 
in order.

Shrlmati Suchota Kripalani (New 
Delhi): I hav« given.

Mr. Deputy>SpeaKcr: They will be
tabulated.

Or. Lanka Sondar;im (Visakhcpa- 
tnam); What about the cut motions 
of the unattached Independent Mem
bers?

Mr. Depttty-Speaker: Any hon.
Member who wants his cut motion to 
be placed before the House may indi
cate the number and hand it over to

the Secretary. I will treat them as 
moved provided the Member is in the 
House.

I shall now place the Demands for
mally before the House.

DEMi^D No. 22— T ribal A reas

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: The motion is:
“That a rum not exceeding Rs.

3.46.99.000 be granted to tlie Pre
sident, out of the Consolidated 
Fund of India, to complete the 
sum necessary to defray the char
ges which will come in course of 
payment during the year ending 
the 31st day of March, 1954, in res
pect of ‘Tribal Areas’.’’

D emand No. 23—E x ternal A f f a ir s

Mr. Deputy-Spcaker: The motion is:
“That a sum not exceeding Rf.

5.16.26.000 be granted, to the Pre
sident, out of the Consolidated 
Fund of India, to complete the sum 
necessary to defray the charges 
which will come in course of pay
ment during the year ending the 
31st day of March, 1954, in res
pect of 'External AfTairs’.”

D emand  No. 24—C handernajgore

Mr. Deputy<Speaker: The motion is:
“That a sum not exceeding Rs.

21.33.000 be granted to the Fre*si- 
dent, out of the Consolidated 
Fund. of India, to complete the 
sum necessary to defray the char
ges which will come in course of 
payment durini^ the year ending . 
the 31st day of March, 1954, in res
pect of 'Chandernagore’.”
D emand  No. 25—M iscellan eo u s  
E x pen d itu re  under  the M in ist r y  

or E xternal A ffa ir s

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: The motion is:

“That a sum not exceeding Rs.
3.46.000 be granted to the Presi
dent, out of the Consolidated Fund 
of India, to complete the sum ne
cessary to defray the charges 
which will come in course of pay
ment during the year ending the 
31st day of March. 1954, in res
pect of ‘Miscellaneous Expenditure 
under the .Ministry of External 
Affairs’.”

Sliri H. N. Mukerjee (Calcutta North
East); I rise to take part in this deba
te with some perturbation, because,, 
it has happened too often in this 
House that I tread upon the Prime 
Minister’s :orns, and I do not enjoy
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the experience. What happens is 
that the Prime Minister pitches on a 
point or so, ignores everything else 
and then he gives what 1 am coDstrain- 
ed to call an orchestration of platitu
des that answer no problems. I hope 
that my experience this time will be 
different.

I would like to refer at the outset 
to a point, on which, I am sure, every 
section of this House will agree, and 
ask Government to find out all the re
levant information and let us know. 
I have already passed on to Govern
ment certain papers which we receiv
ed from Bangkok, which indicated 
that towards the end of the last war, 
there appeared to have been serious 
disagreements between Shri Subhas 
Chandra Bose and the Japanese Gov
ernment. that Indians in South Asia 
and East Asia question the veracity 

, of the reports regarding the alleged 
death of Subhas Chandra Bose, and 
that certain persons of Indian natio
nality, whose name» were mentioned 
in the papers which I have already 
given over to the Gnvernnient, were 
alleged to have misappropriated cer
tain funds, large sums, as a matter of 
fact, belonging to the Indian Inde
pendence League which were with 
Subhas C h^dra Bose. When we 
remember that the Japanese Gov
ernment seems to be very keen that 
we accept what is termed to be the 
ashes of Subhas Chandra Bose, we real
ise how important it is that all necessary 
investigations are made into this matter, 
for this affects the memory of one 
who, in spite of the corttroversy which 
he evoked, is surely one of the most 
outstanding and never-to-be-forgotten 
figures in the history of our freedom 
movement.

3 P.M.

Now. the other day, the Prime Mini
ster spoke very feelingly on the pass
ing away of Stalin. It was a speech 
which made some of us summon up 
remembrance of things past v;hen the 
Prime Minister, not so very long ago, 
could rouse our people against Mus
solini and Hitler and Franco and the 
Japanese aijgressors of China. We 
were no stronger at th.^t time than we 
are now. but he never tol l us in those 
days that we were not strong enough 
to try and arrest the drive towards a 
world war. He h«d faith in his own 
people and confidence in himself, but 
now, perhaps burdened by office, he 
says, as he did on the occasion of his 
reply to the debate on the President's 
Address, that we are a weak country 
and can do precious little indeed to in
fluence the course of international 
events. I know that we cannot work

wonders, but surely, we can do some
thing; and there, I would like to pin 
the Prime Minister down to what he 
said himself. We can. as the Prime 
Minister said himself, helu in creating* 
a climate of peace. In regard to this 
I would refer to what was, perhaps^ 
the last public testament of Stalin— 
the interviews with our own Ambas
sador and also with the ambassador 
of our people’s peace movement, Dr. 
Kitchlew; and, on both occasions, he 
underlined the obligation of all who 
care for the world’s poople and their 
future, to see that peace was won,, 
that trade on conditions of honour and 
national self-respect continued among 
the nations, and that imperialism could 
not cry havoc and let slip the dogs qf 
war. Are we facing up to this obli
gation to create wbat the Prime l^lini- 
ster called “a climate of peace”? Per
haps I espy a sort of irritation and im
patience in the Prime Minister’s face, 
but 1 will tell him in words which are 
quite parliamentary because they were 
used by Oliver Cromwell, “I beseech 
thee, in the bowels of Christ, think for 
a moment that you might be wrong”; 
think for a moment that you might be 
pursuing policies today which really 
do not represent the ideals which you 
you53elf had b.efoce you.

. We are told often enough that India 
these days has very great prestige in 
the counsels of the world. We are
told also that we follow an indepen
dent foreign policy, a policy of non
alignment with the power blocs. I 
know that we get pats on the back 
from dubious visitors from Anglo- 
America, but are we following a real
ly independent foreign policy, :i po
licy of peace and freedom? In re
gard to this I would like to refer to
what the Prime Minister said to the 
Constituent Assembly on the 4th of 
December, 1947. He said:

“Ultimately foreign policy is the 
outcome of economic policy, and 
until India has properly evolved 
her economic policy, her foreign 
policy will be rather vague, rather
inchoatte', and will be groping......T
regret that we have not produced 
any constructive economic scheme 
or economic policy so far... When 
we do so. that will govern our 
foreign policy more than all 4he 
speeches in this House.”

A very unexceptionable statement 
Since then, the economic policy of the 
Indian Govecoment has been evolv
ed, principally in accordance with the 
requirements of the United States and 
of Britain. 'Phe Prime Minister 
himself admitted on th« 7th of July. 
1950 that our economy is obviously 
tied to England and other Western
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powers. We )cnow our plan, and we 
know how very dependent we are lor 
the most strategic sectors of oar eco
nomic front upon the Anglo-American 
suppliers of goodwill, of aid and trade 
facilities etc.. etc., to us. Of course, 
the PrimQ Minister, in 1950, hastened 
to aid tia t “political policy is another 
matter.” I do not know why, ne gave 
no reason to suppose that the theory 
he had enunciated regarding the de
pendence of political policy on econo
mic policy had gone through a com
plete sea-change and had become com
pletely obsolete.

In this connection, I would like to 
refer in particular to the Indo-Ameri- 
can Technical Co-operation Agreement, 
and I would invite the House to make 
a study of its provisions. I do not 
know how the Prime Minister could 
append his signature to that docu
ment, a document which has been dis
sected by a well-known Gandhian 
economist, Shri Suresh Rambhai; and 
he said it was not an agreement, but 
a slavery bond. And he said this be
cause in this document we And how 
we are bartering away our independ
ence, so to speak. We are allowing 
the American Director to rule the 
roost; wo are giving him a veto on 
expenditure; we are allowing even the 
American money to be mixed up with 
Indian money in such fashion that 
Mr. Chester Bowles, the outgoing 
Ambassador from the United States, 
could say that “we know exactly how 
and where and why every cent of the 
Anrierican aid to this country is spent’\  
This is a kind of thing which has 
been going on.

In a speech in this House last Febru
ary, Ihe Prime Minister pointed out 
very correctly that there were certain 
fundamental things which were neces
sary for world p>eace. For example, 
he said the United States <>f America 
and the Soviet Union which are en
tirely different in outlook and ways, 
should function together. Now who
prevents it? Let us find out who 
prevents it. As early as 1922, Lenin 
had spoken about the co-existence of 
the Socialist and the Capitalist sys
tems, and this point regarding co-exi
stence has been repeated over and 
over ^again by Stalin. Who puts an 
embargo on trade w'ith the rsoviet 
Union, with People’s China, with the 
Eastern European democracies? Is it 
the United States of America, or is it 
the Soviet Union? And what is our 
record? The Czechoslovak Trade 
Mission, for example, was here quite 
some time, had tried for a trade agree
ment and failed. The Soviet Ambas
sador spoke umpteen times regarding 
the supply of capital goods and au

kinds of goods to this country. The 
Moscow International Economic Con- 
fei*ence amplified that offer. The In
ternational Exhibition at Bombay gave 
a visual demonstration nf the Soviets 
capacity to supply these things to us. 
But our Government came > forward 
over and uver again in this particular 
House,and said our business people 
are fr̂ ee to have some kind of arrange
ment'with the Soviet business people, 
forgetting that the Soviet country has 
a planned economy, that if we are 
really serious about economic rela
tions with the Soviet Union, we have 
got to negotiate at a Government 
level, and we have got to do it at once.

We see also that we cannot expand 
trade with these countries. Look at 
Ceylon. Ceylon has sold rubber in 
exchange for rice, and Ceylon is being 
refused aid under the Point Four pys- 
tem. Point Four is there for us, and 
because of Point Pour, because oI Mu
tual Security, because of these foreign 
experts who are all over the place, 
supping in our cup and dipping in our 
dish—we find them, all these people, 
lording it over the place, and making 
it impossible for our economic deve
lopment to continue.

The Prime Minister >̂ as einphatic 
that China is not recognized by some 
great countries, and this is a violation 
pf the universality of the United Na
tions. Now, who has departed from 
this ba.sir principle of the United Na
tions? Is it the Soviet Union, (jr is 
it the American Government? Our 
Government certainly did very well in 
supporting China, standing *oy China, 
but are we being consistent? The 
Prime Minister has said that terrific 
weapons of mass destruction are such 
today that even if a war is won, it 
cannot secure the objectives for which 
it is fought. Well/ who has been per
sistently fighting to secure that those 
weapons are renounced for all time'’ 
Who has been fighting to renounce 
these weapons of mass destruction? 
and there again, we find that ex-Pre
sident Truman declared in the Ameri
can Senate that he was going to se
cure—-and he did secure—larger bud
getary appropriations for research and 
production in germ warfare. In the 
United Nations Commission on Disar
mament. the American delegate shame
lessly declared that he would reserve 
the right to practise germ warfare 
against countries whom he considered 
to be the aggressor. The Soviet 
Union repeatedly brought motions in 
order to renounce the application of 
these weapons of warfare. Tliere was 
nothing , to prevent our Prime Minister 
from doing something of that sort. If
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We were really independent, we would 
nave come forward with this kind o£ 
proposal. We would have said: “We 
want a stop to this kind of thing, to 
this kind of unspeakable violation of 
the principles of international mora
lity /’

The Prime Minister had said many 
times that support to colonial countries 
in their iight against colonialism is a 
great plant in our foreiijn policy. 
Now, who keeps up colonialism today? 
Who. is fighting ruthlessly for colonia
lism? Certainly not People’s China 
or the Soviet Union but it is the Unit
ed Kingdom, the United States, 
France and all the other imperialists, 
but why should we help this tribe of 
imperialists? The shame of Gurkha 
recruitment on Indian soil is not yet 
effaced. We do not know when the 
camps will be finally and definitely 
closed. The tripartite agreement 
which allows transit facilities to 
Gurkha recruits across our country 
continues. My question on the iloor 
of this House regarding the reported 
employment of Indian armymen in the 
Gurkha units of the British Army in 
Malaya and Hongkong— I named two 
of them—remains unanswered. The 
External Alfairs Ministry report ad
mits that they have copiously advised 
the Government of Nepal but they do 
not do a thing to efface this shame of 
colonialism. In the New York Times 
of 18th February, 1953, there is an ar
ticle by Robert Trumbull which says:

“The Indian Army is (construct
ing the new road from a fund set 
jp by New Delhi where the stra- 
Vegic importance of Nepal as a buf
fer against Communist China is 
deeply appreciated. An Indian 
Military Team is modernising the 
Kingdom’s armed forces, consist
ing largely of famed Gurkha 
troops. Other Indians are con
sultants in various administrative 
fields.”

Now wonder that Shri B. P. Koirala, 
who was brought up in India, who 
participated in India’s freedom move
ment, has given a statement to the 
Amrita Bazar Patrika dated 8th 
March, 1953, saying that Nepal is ex
tremely sensitive on the question of 
her independence and India messing 
about with Nepal’s policy. And that 
is why this morning we see a report 
in the papers that the Indian Military 
Mission is being asked to withdraw. 
Why can’t wo use our real good offi
ces in regard to Nepal? Ŵ hy don’t 
we tell them “Do not allow your men 
to go as mercenaries and join the army 
of Great Britain in order to kill with 
blood and torture the people of Ma- 
layn nnd the people of other parts of

the world fighting for freedom.*’ You 
are obviously making a mess of things 
in Nepal and that is why it is neces
sary lor us to revise our actions as far 
as the External Affairs xVlinistry is 
concerned.

Now, the rulers of the United Sta
tes, certainly,—I do not comprise in 
that statement the common working 
people of the United States,—men like 
Eisenhower and Oulles do not make 
any bones about their position. They 
have stated categorically, not rjnly that 
they want Asians to fight Asians^ not 
only that they want a blockade of 
China, not only that they would assist 
the hordes of Chiang-ke-Shek to hmd 
on Chinese territory but also that they 
are going to increase the aid or assis
tance to British and French and other 
imperialists to conduct their bloody 
wars against the freedom-loving peo
ple of Vietnam, Malaya, Tunisia, 
Kenya and elsewhere.

It is In this context that we read to 
our consternation a Reuter report on 
the 13th March that our Ambassador 
m Washington met Mr. Dulles on the 
12th March and it says:

“Informed officials reported that 
the topic of discussion was Mr. 
Dulles' proposed visit to India. It 
was understood that Mr. Dulles 
would reach India just after the 
middle of May,”
This kind of person is not a wel

come visitor to our country in spite of 
our hospitality.

An Hon. Member: Why?
Shri H. N. Mukerjee: There is racla- 

hsm in South Africa. We have to 
find out who .supports this racialism 
m South Africa? Who supported us 
in the United Nations in the fight 
against racialism? Was it the Unit
ed States, was it Great Britain, was it 
France or was it the Soviet Union? 
What about Korea? The agony of 
the people their is so visible, the ex
cruciating agony about which our 
Prime Minister has spoken so moving
ly before; our record there is bad, and 
I repeat it is a bad record which we 
have got over Korea. I quote from a 
publication called “India-Oriental 
Third Force,’’ (with a question mark) 
published^ by the Armed For/*es In
formation and Education Division of 
the United Nations of the Office of the 
Secretary of Defence. It says:

“Until October, 1950. India never 
voted against the United Sta
tes on Korea.............At what his
tory will probably consider the 
most crucial point in postwur 
world affairs, so far, India was 
with the
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On the 19th of September, 1951» 
Mrs. Pandit, who was then our Am
bassador in New York categorically 
declared her views about India’s fore
ign policy saying it was pro-United 
Nations, pro-free nations, etc. and 
then added that recent session of the 
General Assembly “we voted as you 
did 38 times out of 51, abstaining 11 
times and differing from you only 
twice.” She is now leading our de
legation to the United Nations. She 
was here last month and she made a 
speech and I am sorry to have to say 
it she mouthed phrases like “iron cur
tain countries” and “Soviet satellites” 
—phrases which are still unrepudiated 
by the Prime Minister. In Korea, our 
Prime Minister says, “let us work 
peacefully”. Very good. Let us 
work peacefully. There is the dispute 
regarding the prisoners of war. On 
this issue our position is clear and the 
Geneva Convention is there unequivo
cally. The United Nations treatment 
of prisoners of war in camps like 
Koje is a horrific scandal without pre
cedent in the history of war. Yet, as 
China says “put first things first”, stop 
the war at once. Have an immediate 
and complete armistice. Let us dis
cuss the prisoner-of-war issue later 
on, I shall refer to the speech which 
was made by the Chinese Prime Mini
ster on the 4th February before the 
Chinese People's Consultative Coun
cil. He says,” Let us stop the war, 
5top the fighting, stop this bloody 
carnage, we will talk about the pri
soner of war issue afterwards”. Why 
don’t we do something about this? V/hy 
don’t we tell the United Nations that 
we are not going to sit quiet in injur
ed vanity because last time we had 
that Acheson-doctored resolution for 
peace and it came back as a boome
rang. This sort of position certainly 
has got to be changed. There is a 
great deal of talk about two blocs. 
Government says that we do not align 
ourselves with any bloc. It is only a 
smoke-screen to cover the inescapable 
reality that Government ot India 
constituted as it is today, crinnot pos
sibly follow a really independent 
foreign policy which would fit in with 
our traditions. I may give some illu
minating examples. I will Rive you 
only a few. we ban the sale In all 
our railway book stalls of Soviet lite
rature because it is “tendentious.’* We 
did not put a ban when a man colled 
Louis Fisher wrote serially and in a 
scandalous fashion on the “Life and 
death of Stalin”, at a time when Sta
lin was very much alive, in reputable 
papers like the Times of India and the 
Hindu, There are glaring examples 
of vulgar American literature which 
are on sale everywhere but we do not

do a thing about it. There is, for 
example, a book called “I killed Sta
lin” which was sold openly in our book 
stalls. I have not got it with me 
now, but I could show it to you if you 
wish it. This is a thing which is 
against international courtesy, which 
is against any idea of international 
friendship. We go head over heels in 
welcome to United States destroyers 
from Korea and notorious Moral Re- 
armamenters who are agents of “100 
per cent. Americanism” but we hin
der peace conferences at 'lonie and 
abroad and we think of punishuig 
Government servants who iign a non
party appeal ft)r peace and for a ban 
on the atomic bomb. Perverted films 
from Hollywood have the freedom of 
our country but I am sorry to say, a 
short film on peace which was sent to 
my hon friend, Shrimati Renu Chakra- 
vartty—because she happened to go to 
Berlin to attend a peace conference— 
was not allowed to be taken delivery 
of by her because the Customs people 
thought it was poison. I could pve 
you heaps of instances but I have not 
the time.

There is, to cap everything, our link 
with the British Commonwealth and 
Empire, whose emissaries are special
ly recently coming in droves to look 
at our dams, to look at our photogenic 

‘ Prime Minister’s face and to talk per
haps of Medo and Nato and An Zus 
and of the democracies’ civilising mis
sion in Asia and Africa. Their hearts 
are where their treasure is also. I'nere 
is so much British capital here and 
my hon. friend, the Finance Mini.ster 
is a watchful guardian of that trea
sure. ,

The Prime Minister has said in his 
study of history—a subject which his 
deputy seems to be shying away from 
—that Britain’s hold over India might 
go beforelong and yet, the economic 
control might remain as an invisible 
Empire. “If that happens, it means 
that the exploitation of India by 
Britain continues.” That was what 
he said in his ‘Glimpses of World His
tory’. That has happened. His pro
phecy has proved true. And so he 
has to be coaxed and cajoled to at
tend the mediaeval mummery of a 
British Coronation, to forget in its 
fumes the reality of his country’s vital 
link-up with Anglo-American imperia
lism, and to attend Prime Ministers’ 
Conferences,—and Heaven knows, 
what other contrivances—to keep - us 
yoked to the chariot-wheels of Britain 
and the United States. The Prime 
Minister has tried to solve his own 
riddle. I have a feeling that he jus
tifies himself t(> himself, because 2
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fear he' is surrounded by people who 
do not get up and tell him those 
things which have got to be brought 
back to his memory, and so he justifies 
himself to himself So he repeats, as 
he has done recently, that Imperialism 
is no problem today and that in the 
last few years, colonialism has large
ly been tackled. That might please 
him, but it does not please the peoples 
of the world. The fact remains that 
Asia and also Africa are resurgent 
against colonialism and the light goes 
^n, a fight to which we cannot remain 
indifferent, if we are to treasure our 
<Avn freedom. Let us not pass oft’ 
pusillanimity ns wisdom, humiliation 
as virtue, acceptance of British and 
United States hegemony as moral re
generation. I would remind the 
Prime Minister of what Gibbon said 
in his ‘Decline and Fall of the Roman 
Empire’, of how a wise man may de
ceive himself, how a good man may 
deceive others, how the conscience 
may slumber in a mixed state bet
ween self-illusion and voluntary de- 
t?eption. I ask him at a crucial mo
ment in the world’s history to l ise to 
the full stature of his own being, to 
outsoar the shadow of our darkness in 
India, and to tell the world that his 
people are determined, come what 
may, to strive for peace and freedom, 
and never to yield to those mischiev
ous forces of warmongering and im
perialism, on whom the peoples of the 
world have already pronounced their 
sentence of dearth.
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srawf t  I
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*r T f TT an?fr ;ft% vr %
ssnm  fTTWT ^ I

Dr. S. P. Mookerjee (Calcutta South* 
East); We have listened to speeches 
just now which have dealt with the 
foreign policy of our Government 
more or less from the point uf view 
of what is happening outside. I would 
not like to say much on that aspect, 
but J would like to judge our foreign 
policy from another test. Undoub
tedly, no country says today that It 
is working for war. We read a state
ment today issued by Stalin’s succes
sor and he emphasised that the 
greatest need of the world today was 
peace and there was no problem which 
could not be solved through peacelui
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[Dr. S. P. Mookerjee] 
methbds. In fact, whenever state, 
ments are issued on behalf of all coun
tries, they are more or less of a simi
lar nature. In spite of these, the 
conditions now obtaining in the world 
are giving us anxiety. What can we 
do under these circumstances? Ob
viously, if we shout from the house-  ̂
tops that we want peace and raise 
our voice h^(her and higher, peace is 
not necessarily to come. We may make 
our contribution, as I suppose we have 
been doing in some measure or other, 
that we do not want war, because 
war, if it comes, will not confine itself 
to one particular sphere of the globe 
but will spread to all parts. From 
that point of view our foreign policy 
has been applauded and the Prime 
Minister has taken credit that he is 
trying to adhere to that policy of 
peace.

I shall not dilate on that aspect. 
The fears which have been expres
sed that if there is too much depen*- 
dence on ^onomic matters on big 
foreign powers, it may lead to serious 
consequences, are not entirely un
founded, Whether there is any con
scious attempt to have such conse
quences followed in actujJ practice 
or not, is not possible for us to say. 
But that is a matter which naturally 
should be kept in view at every possi- 
Hle stage.

But, I would like to judge our forei
gn policy in regard to the success or 
failure that has come with regard to 
matters concerning India in interna
tional relationship. And, if we exa
mine those five or six outstanding 
matters which have been hanging be
fore India during the last five years, 
undoubtedly ours is a history of dis
mal and dynamic failure. What are 
these cases? We have the case of the 
Indians in South Africa. Have we 
been able to contribute anything for 
the purpose of saving the interests of 
those people, who are obviously being 
oppressed? What about the cases of 
Indians in Ceylon? Have we .succeed
ed in doing anything in that' sphere? 
What about liqutfation of foreign 
pockets in India? The Prime Minister 
announced on the floor of this House 
a few months ago that there can be 
only one basis for negotiation and that 
was the re-union of those parts with 
India. We were extremely glad to 
hear such a bold announcement. But 
what has been done? The report 
which has been circulated to us is 
distinguished in its meagreness. It is 
even worse than a time-table. We do 
not get any information here and we 
would have liked to know something 
about the working of the EmbasAie*: 
and various other matters. I am pre

pared to agree with the Prime Minis
ter that there are many matters re
garding foreign policy which cannot 
be discussed openly, but still the *̂e- 
port might have been a little more in
formative and interesting. With re
gard to all such matters we do not 
get any inspiration except that com
munications have again been sent for 
the liquidation of such foreign pockets 
in India.

Then again there is the question of 
Indo-Pakistan relationship. The other 
day,—I was not here,—the Prime 
Minister described us as helping the 
enemy of thfe country. I do not know 
which enemy he was thinking of. If 
it was Pakistan, I am jglad to And that 
at least even while attacking us he 
regarded Pakistan as the enemy of 
India. What exactly is, the basis of' 
our Indo-Pakistan relat,ionship? There 
are so many matters which are pend
ing for solution. There is the question 
of East Bengal minorities, which I know 
the Prime Minister himself has refer
red to as one of the outstanding pro
blems that have got to be settled with, 
Pakistan. There is the question of 
the passport system and the tremen
dous difficulty which has arisen as a 
result thereof. There is the question 
of Canal water and the campaign of 
vilification that is going on against. 
India in respect of this matter. There 
is the question of the Evacuee pro
perty and there is the question of
Kashmir.

Now, with regard to all these matters 
what we find is that practically our 
policy has fgiled. I do not advocate- 
that you should declare war on all
these countries which have been un
fair to India, but even in sphere of 
diplomacy' there might have been a 
little more imagination, a little more* 
strength shown so that India could 
have got \^hat India really deserved 
to get. So, if you judge our foreign 
policy in respect of the vital mattery
which concern India’s self-respect,
India’s honour and India’s dignity, 
India’s interest there, unfortunately, 
you find that our success is nil. It is 
not a question that I am merely say
ing that India’s foreign policy is bad. 
Foreign policy, of course, changes in 
relation to events that are changing 
in the entire world. But, it would be 
much better for us, instead of talk
ing loofiely about the rest of the world, 
to look at our own home problems, 
problems affecting our international 
relationship and ensuring conditions 
so that we may' be able to remove the 
causes of fears and grievances which 
we may honestly entertain. With re
gard to this Indo-Pakistan relation
ship, I find from the report that there
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was this Bagge Tribunal. You know. 
Sir, there was the RadclifTe Award 
and yiere was difficulty in the inter
pretation of certain recommendations 
of the Radcliffe Award. So the Bagge 
Tribunal came. We understand that 
no effect has been given to the re
commendations of the Bagge Tribu
nal because Pakistan has not agreed 
to play its part. So, I suppose after 
Bagge, I do not know which Tagge 
or Ragge will come. I do not know 
who that some other gentleman will 
be who will study facts and adjudi
cate between the conflicting claims of 
India, and Pakistan. I read in the 
Calcutta papers, and also from the pro
ceedings of the West Bengal Lcigisla- 
tive Assembly, that raids have becoine 
frequent, Almost every day there are 
raids on the district of Nadia, murder, 
taking away of properties, taking 
away of women and all sorts of atro- 
<"ities are being committed. There 
the Government gets up and says that 
we are sending protests but, unfortu
nately, we have not been able to pre
vent East Pakistan from doing this. 

'The Pakistan Budget has been an
nounced today. Our own Budget is 
dependent upon our getting Rs. 18 
crores from Pakistan during this year, 
and that is how we expect to get a 
surplus of about Rs. 48 lakhs, but 
from the Pakistan Budget which has 
been announced today we And that it 
makes allowance for no contribution 
to be paid to India during this year. 
These are vital matters which have to 
be considered by us, and I would like 
to know from the Prime JMinister what 
exactly is the policy that, he proposes 
to pursue for the purpose of securing 
the just rights and claims of India.

In the Report it î  said that in re
gard to the recovery of abducted 
women, while 1289 were recovered in 
India during the last year, we could 
recover only 474 from Pakistan.

Babu Ramnajrayan Siwh (Hazari- 
bagh West): Out of?

Dr. S. P. Mookerjee: Out of hew
many thousands, we do not knew. 
That figure has not been given. It 
was about ten thousand or fifteen 
thousand, as given by the late Mr. 

Oopalaswami Ayyangar two years ago. 
I do not know how many thousands 
still remain to be recovered there. So, 
in regard to that matter—and I cm 
taking some at random and collecting 
them from the report which has been 
circulated—we find that although It 
is a vital matter, in respect of it there 
has been complete failure.

Now with regard to Nepal, I wish to 
:say a few words. My hon. lri«nd 
^poke about Nepal. Of course, he re

ferred to Nepal from on^ point of view, 
that is, the possibility of infiltration. 
I am not thinking of infiltration from 
America alone. There is the possibi
lity of infiltration from the other side, 
i.e. Tibet also, about which reports 
have been published in the news
papers. I agree that our handling of 
Nepal has somehow been unfortunate. 
The resolution passed by the Nepal 
Congress and published today is a 
rather sad commentary on the manner 
in which we have handled the al̂ ’airs 

of Nepal. Somehiow, our frontiers on 
the northern side, namely, the impre
gnable Himalayas, have today broken 
,down and there is no reference in the 
Report as to what steps the Govern

ment are taking ror the pur
pose of securing the strategic 
importance of that particular area. 
These are matters which vitally con
cern us. Undoubtedly, we shall think 
of internationalism. We shall think 
of all the rest of the world. But un
less we are preoared to stand on our 
own feet and are prepared to create 
conditions in which our lust rights 
and privileges are not encroached upon 
either in this country or in respect of 
our people who ar& living outsido— 
unless we do that, obviously we will 
fail to create the enthusiasm which 
we must have in the country in order 
to carry any strong foreign policy 
governing our relationship with the 
rest of the world.

I looked up this Report where there 
is reference to Kashmir. In beautiful 
language, reference is made to Dr. 
Graham’s Report, and the language is 
typical of the mentality that governs 
our relationship with countries which 
are gi\dng us a good kick in the back 
and with whom we cannot d^ol pro
perly. It reads like this:

“India did not accent the resolu
tion. . . —

Very good—

“ . . .  as it was wholly opposed 
to her basic position on fimda- 
mental issues, but exoressed her 
willirigness to continue negotia
tions with a view to explore aiil 
avenues for peaceful settle
ment.”

So, repeatedly we have said that 
the resolutions which are passed by 
this mediator are against fundamental 
principles or principles which we con
sider to be basic, and yet we proceed 
to carry on negotiations (or 3 peace
ful settlement. If it is tht  ̂ policy of 
the Prime Minister that aHhough he 
has to deal with people who may be 
opposed to him in respi*!ct of his basic 
position and on fundamenUl issues.
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yet there should not be any quarrel 
with them but an attempt s h o u ld ^  
made to carry on negotiations for the 
purpose of exploring avenues for a 
peaceful settlement.-—if tlr*is is his 
poUcy, then I would Iwe this to be 
applied in all cases, specially on the 
home-front also.
ultimate solution ol this j\.ashmir 
issue? I expressed • this view over 
and again, that we cannot expect any
thing from the Security CounciL We 
went to the Security Council on the 
question of aggression, not on the 
question of accession. So far as the 
question of aggression goes, although 
aggression has been proved, yet the 
Security Council is not prepared to 
stand by us. So far as accession 
goes, as we have repeatedly made it 
flear right from the very beginning, 
it is a matter between Kashmir and 
India. Undoubtedly, the Prime Minis
ter offered a plebiscite, but there is 
no question of a plebiscite now. li 
you wish to ascertain the will of the 
people of Jammu and Kashmir, the 
only manner in which you can do so 
is through the Constituent ..Assembly 
which is functioning in that State, 
and a curtain must be drawn on this 
drama. The more we go on dealing 
with Dr. Graham’s Repoi’t or with the 
issues which have been raised in that 
Report, the more comv̂ liCcited they 
will become and it would be extre
mely difficult for India to extricate 
herself from that position. I am not 
suggesting that the Prime Minister will 
eat his own words. What ne said was 
that he will act according to the will 
of the people. That will can be as
certained in more than one way. Pler 
biscite is one way to ascertain the will 
of the people. Who ascertained the wiU 
of the people of India when India was 
partitioned? There was no plebiscite 
taken. The will of the pe ĵple was 
ascertained through the views of the 
Members of the Legislatures who were 
elected on a limited franchise In Ben
gal, Punjab, Sind and other places. 
If India could be partitioned on the 
decision of people who nad been elec
ted to Legislatures on ^ limited fran
chise, why cannot the finality of the 
accession of Jammu and Kashmir be 
decided on the decision of the Consti
tuent Assembly which has been formed 
on adult franchise? It is a matter 
which has to be serioubly considered 
by the Government. We must come 
out of this mess. I am not blaming 
anybody. It may be that with the 
best of motives we went to the Secu
rity Council, but when we find that 
the door is shut completely, w« expect 
no remedy, then the (Curtain should be 
drawn and a decision—a firm decision 
—should be taken so that this matter 
ma;^ go beyond all controversy

amongst ourselves. Of course, so far^ 
as the U.N.O. is concerned and so far 
as Pakistan is concerned, an unfor
tunate situation may develop in some 
other ways. We will be able to take 
full cognisance of these developments: 
if the situation arises.

itfow, take the movement which is 
going on. This is not the occasion, 
when I am going to refer to the details. 
In fact, I was looking forward to a spe
cial debate on that question which the 
Prime Minister very kindiy offered a 
few days ago when we \\^re absent, 
from this House. It wouJd have been 
better if that debate could have taken 
place when we were present here, so* 
that we could have spoken to each 
other, not in private but on the floor- 
of this House, and understood each 
other’s viewpoints. But the crux of 
the problem on the ba^is of which the 
movement is going on is the finality 
of the accession of the, Jammu and 
Kashmir State to IndiH. And that 
question has got to be settled in a 
manner which is fair and just not only 
to the people of Jammu and Kashmir 
but also to the people of India.

One aspect of the matter that I  
would like to emphasise is that the 
country was partitioned five years ago,. 
because some people diJ not want to* 
Jive here. But time has come when 
it must be declared, specially- 
when the British power has been re
moved from India, that if any section 
of the people of this country do not 
wish to live here, they can go to 
whichever part of the world they like;. 
but they cannot and will not carry 
any portion of the country with them. 
This land belongs not to any partii'U- 
lar State. It does not belong to Delhi,, 
to U. P., to Bengal oi lo Jammu and 
Kashmir. .1 claim li*at the land be
longs to the people of India us such., 
and there is no question of any por
tion of the land belor^^ing to India 
passing out of India’s hands bccau?e- 
some people in some part of this coun
try do not wish to live in a united 
India. We must be able to take up 
that stand, nowi that the British power 
is noi here. After ali, this will of the 
people in a compartniovital sense— 
how does it arise? It arises out of 
that legal fiction of lapse of para- 
mountcy. India was one country, but 
as the Prime Minister knows, ind we 
top know very well, that one of the 
conditions of the transiei of power 
was that not only was India to be- 
partitioned, but also luc 560 odd States 
were suddenly to regain their sove
reignty and independence. That was 
not done for the pitrpo.^e of helpii*g 
India. That was done for the pur
pose of putting more diflftculties ir»
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the path of consolidctitig India, but 
we have proceeded on that basis, be
cause that was the condition on which 
the transfer of power was made. Now, 
regarding this question, it is no use 
taking a wrong view of the situation. 
The way in which attempt is made 
or is being made by the Government 
to resort to a policy of repression for 
the purpose of crushing the movement 

 ̂ will not succeed. I am not saying 
anything else here, because I want to 
quarrel with nobody. But serious 
questions have been raised and it is 
no use our abusing each other. I can 
abuse somebody, and somebody can 

' abuse me. We can call names 
of each other. Somebody can 
call me names by saying that I 
am communal or reactionary. I can 
also call him some other non\e. But 
that is not the point. Let us consider 
the issues which have been raised with 
reigard to Jammu and Kashmir—the 
issues are political; the issues are eco
nomic; the issues are administrative. 
Let us discuss tliese issues v i l h  a cool 
and dispassionate mind, and let us 
see whether it is possible for us to 

' come to some agreement, so that we 
can prevent any serious international 
difficulty arising and so that we can 
avoid difficulties and commotion for 
the whole of this country.

Here, the Prime Minister says that 
although he disagrees on fundamen
tal issues with the Graham Report— 
I think he says that he disagrees 
wholly—yet he is willing to carry on 
negotiations for a peaceful settlement. 
Why can he not ta k e  up' this sa m e  
attitude with regard to the settlement 
of the Jammu and Kashmir movement? 
Even though he wholly disagrees, why 
can he not carry on neROtia lio n s  and 
explore peaceful methods fo r  the pur
pose of settling this issue? I am 
only asking him to fo llo w  the Ganr- 
dhian technique, which he says that 
he has been followintj in h's del»bera- 
tions not only for thĉ  governance of 

\ the internal affairs but a lso  for  ih e  
governance of Ihe external affairs?

With regard to Pakistan. I was 
reading a book last night and I found 

^ that there, exactly the same wording 
was used by the Prime Minister of the 
U.K., Mr, Chamberlain, and the French 
Prime Minister, in 1938, when dealing 
with Hitler. Mr. Chamberlain's 
policy was called the umbrella poli
tics. That is how his policy was des
cribed, and the note which he issued 
for the information of the world was 
that they were '^engaged in the great 
common task of promoting interna
tional appeasement by methods of 
free and peaceful negotiations’*. Now, 
what the fateful result of that policy 
of appeasement was we know tu our

cost, and the world knows to its cost 
today. I am not suggesting that there 
should be a spirit of bravado. 1 am 
not suggesting that we should go out 
with open swords, or naked swords, 
or anytning, and dealing with the rest 
of the world in such manner as we 
like.

The Minister of Defence Orgaiilfiui- 
tion (Shri Tyagi): That is what you- 
want.

Dr, S. P. Mookerjee: That is what
the hon. interrupter wants.

Shri Tyagi: No. That is what you 
want.
4 P.M.

Dr. S. P. Mooicerjee: What is needed 
is firmness. What is needed is a de
cisive policy. What is needed is a 
clear enunciation of the interest of 
our own Motherland. And bearipg all 
these in mind, if we proceed to act, I 
am syre it will be possible for us to 
do much more than what we have 
hitherto achieved.

One last word I shall say about the 
expenditure. My hon. friend who 
spoke last said that ihe expenses on 
the External Affairs Ministry should 
be increased. I would have liked to 
know something more 01 the working 
of the embassies. It may be wc get 
false reports or exaggerated reports 
about their working. We are anxious 
to know the facts. The Prime Minister 
promised last time that with regard 
to our foreign policy ne would oc. 
casionally call leaders of the Opposi
tion groups and have informal consuls 
tations. But unfortunately barring 
one occasion he had not the time to 
do so.

Now, with regard to this expendi
ture I find so far as India is concern
ed, we are spending about Hs. eight 
crores out of Rs. 438 crores of our 
Budget. Of course, the Rs. eight 
crores includes a little more than Rs. 
three crores for the prptection of the 
North-Eastern frontier. Only this 
morning a Reuter news was publish
ed that in Great Britain, the budget 
of which was introduced in the House 
of Commons, they are reducing their 
expenses on the External Affairs 
Ministry to the tune of £ 24 million ; 
in other words about Rs. 33 crores. 
Of course, in what manner this reduc
tion is coming it is very difficult to 
say. But that is what has been an
nounced today.

Seth Gorind Das: How nnu h are
they spending at present—you know?

Dr. 8. F, Mookerjee: No, I do not
know. I know It with regard to an
other country and that will pacify my- 
hon. friend Seth Govind Das.
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The current year’s budget of the 

Federal Government of Australia is 
R .̂ 1,000 crores and they are ^ n d in ff 
Rs. two crores on their External 
Affairs Ministry. I hope the hon. 
Member is satisfied nov;.

Seth Govind Das: There are only
'70 lakhs persons in Australia.

Dr. S. P. Mookerjee: But Ihe coun
try is there and tlie problems are 
there.

Seth Govind Das: Is there any
vjomparison between Australia and our 
-country?

Dr. S. P. Mookerjee: I do not like
idea of increasinR the expenditure un
less there is ground lor doins so. I 
think there is room for economy in 
the manner in which the embassies 
are being run. There i;> this question 
of publicity for instance which is very 
defective. I myself had been to some 
places in South-East Asia a few 
months ago and saw some parts of 
Thailand. Cambpdia and Viet Nam. 
There I found that there was tremen
dous scope for India’s increasing her 
influence, her cultural influence, to 
which the people of those countries 
were looking forward intensely. But 
unfortunately there are very little 
activities in this directio’i. I am very 
glad to find that this year a leading 
historian is being sent to Thailand 
for delivering a course of lectures. 
Now, those are countrios with which 
India had contacts for the last 
thousands and thousands of years. 
The ruined temple city of Ar.gor Vat 
there recalls the close contact which 
India had with those countries nearly 
1.500 years ago. Those countries are 
now regaining their independence and 
“they are anxious—the words which
they u.sed to me were—they are an
xious to come back to their spiritual 
mother. There is no q\iestion of eco
nomic or political imposition. India 
can play a leading role in re-estab
lishing her contact with all those 
countries, provi^ied a policy is adopted 
by our Government of regulor. cultu
ral and other contacts with those 
countries. I would very much like 
that in the interest of re-cr.tablishing 
India’s position in the hearts of those 
countries that our Government does 
consider the desirabilitv of re-estab
lishing those contacts m some measure 
or other.

So lar as the pr«uci>t situation is 
concarntd, are undoubtedly living 
in an explosive As I have said

-over and over ajiaia. however much

we may differ from the Government 
with regard to internal matters, the 
assurance that I can g»ve without any 
condition or hesitation is that if the 
situation worsens in this country 
which may endanger the security or 
the safety of our motherland, there 
will be no question of any political 
difference on any issue, however c(-nr 
troversial it may be, and all parties 
fn this country will be prepared to • 
stand shoulder to ;ih'julder for the 
purpose of protecting the safety and 
integrity of India. But there cannot be 
any effective foreign policy, unless you 
create conditions in this country wher&- , 
by all sections of the pecp'.e may leel 
that they are getting tneir dues and 
there is a*real funcciu?iing of demo
cracy based on just <'onsideration of 
the various view-points on matters ad
ministrative, political and economic, on 
the solution of which the safety and 
prosperity of this country  depends.

Shri B. Shiva Rao (South Kanara— 
South): I am intervening in this debate 
mainly for one purpose i*nd that is 
to place before the House certain as
pects of the work of the United 
Nations with which *h’a country f.nd 
its foreign policy are intimately con
cerned. and also to make a very frank 
statement about some of the inner 
trends behind that woild organisation, 
not all of which are ol a pleasa?it cr 
agreeable character. Incidentally I 
hope my statement wJl serve to some 
extent to answer some* of the ques
tions which the Deputy Leader of the 
Communist Party raised in his speech.
To quote his own v^crds; “How are 
we really facing up to the obliga
tions Of creating a climate of peace 
and secondly are we really following 
an independent policy ' ’* Before I pro
ceed further. I would like to say. not 
in any spirit of criticism that it does 
seem to me to lack a due sense of 
respect and courtesy to the House 
that after making a speech which was 
not particularly polite in many pas
sages, the Deputy Leader of the 
Communist Party should walk out of 
the House. But that apart, he refer
red to Korea. I am not going to deal 
with that point because so far as 
Korea is concerned ti e Prime Minis- ' 
ter has made on more than one oc
casion authoritative statements and 
in the recent debate that we had on 
the President’s Address, there was an 
explanation by the Leader of the 
Indian Delegation, Shrimati Vijaya- 
lakshmi, of the reasons which led the 
Indian Delegation to ;Dut forward that 
resolution. Therefore, there is noth
ing new that I can say so far as Koiea 
is concerned. The deadlock continues, 
judging from the reports in the Press, 
in the resumed session of the General
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Assembly, and this deadlock seems 
likely to continue. Until tlie right
of th^ Government of Communist 
China is conceded in regard to the 
claim that she has made of admission 
into the UnUed Nations, this deadlock 
is likely to rontiaue.

I would like to make one general 
observation, not so much on

‘ as in connection with Korea. When 
the Indian Delegation introduced that 
resolution on Korea in the first part 
of the General Assembly’s session, 
there was widespread approval and 
appreciation of the Prime Minister s 
constructive statesmanship, of his wis
dom in instructing the Indian 
tion to sponsor that resolution. With 
that chorus of tributes was also an 
expression of regret that the Soviet 
Union and Communist China could 
not join the rest of the world in ac
cepting the terms of the Indian re
solution. But taking part in the 
General Assembly and in the various 
committees, it seemed to me an odd 
and somewhat remarkable fact that 
these very Powers which were so lavish 
in their praise of the wisdom and 
statesmanship of India’s Prime Mmi^ 
ter were strangely silent when it 
came to discussing other questions. 
For instance, there are problems of 
colonialism to which Prof. Mukerjee 
referred in his speech. He said in his 
speech that we have a bad record. It 
was an astonishing‘statement to make. 
It has been my privilege for the last 
five years, as a Member of the Indian 
Delegation to the Gene,ral Assembly, 
to deal only with problems of colonia
lism. I say without hesitation that 
there is no country ir. the world which 
has such a masniflcent, such an un
blemished record as this country, and 
that is more than Pr<}f. Mukerjee can 
say in respect of any other power, not 
excluding Soviet Ru.^sin. It is to pro
blems of colonialism with which are 
linked in a peculiar way the regional 
defence organisations like the NATO.

‘ the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation, 
that I propose to devote most of the 
time allotted to me in this debate.

w The Hyderabad session of the Con
’ gress, in its Resolution on India’s 

foreign policy, devoted one or two 
passages to the problems of colonialism 
and said that these problems are not 
being solved as quickly as they should 
be. A similar view was also expressed 
by the Asian Socialist Congress which 
met in Rangoon. I think, as is evident 
from the speeches which have been 
made in this debate today, it is quite 
obvious that so far as the liquidation 
of colonialism Is concerned, there Is no 
difference whatsoever between this side
540 PSD

of the House and the Opposition. But 
this view in regard to colonial pro
blems, which is almost universal in 
Asia, is, frankly, not shared by the 
colonial powers. In regard to some 
colonies at least, there is a fear which 
has been expressed in the United 
Nations that the withdrawal of colonial 
authority immediately might mean the 
extension of communist influence in 
those areas. Let me take an instance: 
Indo-China. Both inside the United 
Nations and outside in Washington, I 
was asked why it was that the Prime 
Minister of India was not taking an 
active interest in seeking a solution of 
the problem of Indo-China. My answer 
always was that I had no authority to 
speak for the Prime Minister on Indo
China. I ventured to add on my own 
responsibility that no one, neither our 
Prime Minister, nor any one else, could 
find a solution for the problems of 
Indo-China until certain basic condi
tions are fulfilled. If France would 
pull out of Indo-China, and secondly, 
if the United Nations jvould undertake, 
as it did in the case of Indonesia, to 
bring an independent Indo-China, as a 
full fledged Member of the United 
Nations, peace might be possible in that 
little country: but not on any other 
conditions.

Unfortunately, the powers of West* 
em ISurope do not see these or many 
other problems as we do. So far as 
the United States is concerned, she ia 
frank about the problems of Indo
China. She is afr^d that if France 
withdraws today from Indo-Chinia, 

the sphere of communist influfimce 
might spread into that country. What 
is the result? We have in that coun
try an unedifying spectacle, and a 
situation of growing complexity. 
France is admittedly incapable of 
holding her own in Indo-China. Very 
frequently her troops are in a de  ̂
sperate plight. But she will not 
withdraw from an untenable position, 
untenable from every point of view: 
politically, militarily and morally.

Concern has been expressed in this 
House at Question time on more than 
one occasion in recent weeks about 
the MEDO, the Middle East Defence 
Organisation, with pantdcular refer
ence to Pakistan’s intentions, if and 
when that Organisation is established. 
So far as MEDO is concerned, it Is in 
a pre-natal stage. But there is al
ready in existence a Defence Organisa
tion in Europe, the NATO. Only a 
few days ago, I obtained from London 
a volumiy entitled The Atlantic Alli
ance, with the Sub-tltie, NATO’s role 
in the Free World. This volume was 
prepared by a group of distinguished
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research scholars working in Chatham 
House, the Royal Institute of Interna- 
tion^ Affairs; and among the authors 
of this volume are a number ol dis
tinguished economists and a military 
man, who has since joined the mili
tary staflf of the NATO, working under 
the Chairmanship of Lord Brand. I 
want to invite the attention of the 
House to the implications of the 
establishment of this Defence Organi
sation in Europe. When it was first 
established, Mr. Bevin, not to be con
fused wit̂ h Mr. Bevan who recently 
visited India, who was the Foreign 
^cretary  In the Labour Government, 
said that this Organisation was intend
ed for the collective self-defence of its 
Members. But, the writers of this 
volume, in analysing the terms of the 
constitution of the NATO, observe,—I 
am quoting from this volume:

“The expressed purpose of the 
NATO is to create an Atlantic 
community for purposes going be
yond the defence of Western 
Europe.”

I want the House to realise the impli
cations of the phrase, ‘for purposes 
going beyond the defence of Western 
Europe*. Regarding the U)ng term 
aims of the NATO, the writers of this 
volume go further and say,—I am 
quoting another passage:

“The Western world has both a 
duty and an Interest to protect, 
assist and develop the territories 
whence it draws its raw materials 
and to which it sells its goods. 
There is no reason why given 
military security, Belgium, Britain, 
France and Portugal should not 
continue to exercise their political 
responsibili'!?y as independent 
Nations. But, (these writers warn) 
these countries will be increasingly 
under pressure in the United 
Nations and outside from organi
sed Arab, Afdcan and Indian opi
nion, to say nothing of the North 
and Latin Americans.*’

These two passages faithfully and
correctly represent the outlook of the 
powers of Western Europe.

Regional pacts are, of course, 
permissible under the Charter. But 
the real question is, do these Pacts 
strengthen or weaken the United 
Nations, I seem to remember that 
similar Pacts were started under the 
League of Nations, beginning with the 
T.ocarno Pact of 1924. It was these 
Pac^s wliich undermined thfi. authority 
of the I^e^ue and Anally disrupted the 
League, Therefore, we have serious

ly  to ask this question: are the pur
poses and objectives of the NATO or 
any other similar Defence Organisa
tion that may be set up hereafter, 
enHrely consistent with purposes and 
objectives of the United Nations? I 
have just read out to the House two 
passages from this volume which in
dicate in the words used by the 
writers of this report both the express
ed 'purpose of the NATO and its long 
term aims. Neither of these, I submit, 
ran be reconciled with all the princi
ples of the Charter. There is refer
ence in the expressed purpose of the 
NATO to the Atlantic community. Do 
you know what that means or what it 
can mean? At the last session of the 
General Assembly, I was greatly 
surprised when the delegate for 
France declared that It was France’s 
mission to uphold and spread French 
culture and French traditions in all 
parts of metropolitan France. To 
understand the significance of that 
statement. I must also oUote what he 
said, that overseas territories, though 
seoarated by thousands of miles of 
land or sea from France, are, neverthe
less. integral parts of France. In 
other words it means this: that
Pondicherry is a part of metropolitan 
France, and therefore, according to 
the French argument, the interests of 
the Atlantic community include a part 
of the Bay of Bengal. A similar state
ment was made by a responsible 
spokesman of the Portuguese Govern
ment. for Portugal is not a Member 
of the United Nations, with particular 
reference to Goa: and therefore, ac
cording to the Portuguese argument, 
Goa also comes within the ambit of 
the Atlantic community. That is the 
clear implication of these statements 
and, therefore, in the General Assemb
ly I ventured promptly to challenge 
the validity of the claim made by the 
French delegate, and I was able to 
quote two or three passages from a 
soeech which the Prime Minister had 
made in Madras last October in 
support of the view that I put for
ward. The plain fact is that the colo
nial powers of Western Europe are 
acting on the principle, as some one 
put it, that if they do not hang to
gether, they may hang separately. 
They realise that the imiperial authori
ty and influence that they have 
exercised over vast areas of the world 
during the last two centuries and more 
are now slipping from their grip, 
fear, in the words of the writers of 
NATO:

“What the French do In Indo
China may aflfeĉ i their position in 
North Africa. How the British
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and the Americans fare in Malaya 
and Korea is being watched in 
the oil-producing countries of the 
Middle East and in the dependen
cies of Africa.”

Amongst the Colonial Powers Bri
tain. at any rate, can say that she 
has gone some way towards di^^esting 
herself of imperial authority. Mr. 
Dean Acheson, who was the S^retary 
of State in the American Government 
in the Truman Administration, said 
not long ago in the General Assembly 
as an indication of the rapidity of the 
progress made by the world since the 
<€nd of the Second World War; that 
•of 800 milUon dependent peoples, no 
less than 600 million had achieved 
their freedom in the last five or six 
years. The majority of those were 
formerly living in British dependen
cies. But the position today is that 
Britain is feeling the em-barrassment 
<;aused by the attitude of the Conti- 
tiental colonial powers, and In parti
cular, France, Belgium and Portugal, 
who are adopting a new device of 
avoiding their responsibilities to the 
United Nations. They deny that they 
have any colonies because those 
colonies, according to their argument, 
are parts of metropolitan France or 
metropolitan Portugal. Inside the 
United Nations, these colonial powers 
are trying to prevent the world 
organization from, claiming greater 
influence in debating the administra
tion of colonial areas even In a gen
eral way. And I detected at the last 
session of the General Assembly a 
note of regret on the part of some of 
these colonial powers that perhaps In 
the early years after the establishment 
of this world organization they had 
yielded too much, they had entered 
into commitments which are now 
proving embarrassing to them. They 
do not like to be reminded frequently 
of the pledges they have taken under 
the Charter, that the peoples of 
'dependent areas, whether they live In 
colonies or In Trust territories, have 
been promised full self-government or 
independence, and that In the transl- 
'^ional stage, while they are still being 
administered by the colonial powers, 
the guiding principle should be the 
welfare and the progress of the indi- 
ifjentnis peoples concerned.

Such are some of the contradic
tions in the world of today, and I 
would like to remind the House that 
we are only one of ffO Members of 
the United Nations. I was not sur
prised at the speech Prof. Mukerjee 
made, because we are by now ac
customed to the fiercely partisan

character of the hon. Member's 
speeches; but I would suggest that his 
speeches would be more interesting if 
he dropped some of those adjectives 
which are becoming stale and intro
duced a few facts into his speeches. 
At any rate, his speeches would gain 
a little in dignity and in weight. But 
I must confess I was astonished by 
one of the statements made by Dr. 
Shyama Prasad Mookerjee. The 
Prime Minister’s policy, according to 
him, Is one series of failure over the 
last five or six years. I do not know 
what he expects the Prime Minister 
to do In South Africa or In any other 
part of the world because he prornpt- 
ly said; “I do not want him to go to 
war with any of these countriee. I 
only want him to exercise a little 
more imagination." I wish he had 
been a little more specific in his 
suggestion and told the Prime Minis
ter how he could exercise that ima
gination purposefully in regard to all 
the problems regarding which he has 
been such an unredeemed failure ac
cording to Dr. Mookerjee.

We have to take note of these con
tradictions in the world of today be
cause, as I said, India has to function 
as one of 60 Members of the United 
Nations. 1 have had to play my part 
in the United Nations. It has been 
my business to understand the Prime 
Minister’s foreign poUcy and to Inter
pret it In the limited spheres that 
were allotted to me In the United 
Nations. And it seemed to me that 
our foreign policy, if I may desprlbe 
It in one sentence, implies the accept
ance of the principles and the objec
tives of the United Nations without 
any reservations. As a people who 
belieye sincerely in the democratic 
approach, as a people who accept non
violence as an article both of faith 
and of conviction, we cannot do other
wise than what we have done in Uie 
last five or six years. And I assert 
that wherever an opportunity has 
offered Itself, we have done our best, 
patiently and modestly, if I may say 
so, to further the creation of a world 
co-operative order. We may succeed 
in a limited fashion here and there, 
but whatever hon. Members opposite 
may say— D̂r. Lanka Sundaram ac
cuses the Prime Minister’s foreign 
policy of being a policy of drift—the 
enormous respect in which the Prime 
Minister ia held throughout the 
world, and the greatly enhanced 
prestige that India enjoys today and 
has built up for herself year after 
year in the United Nations—that fact 
indicates far more conclusively than 
any speeches made from the benches
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opposite that the policy of the Prime 
Minister is the right one.

Sliri D. N. Singh (Muzaffarpur 
North-East): We are diseasing 
foreign affair under the shadow of 
fast-changing events, deepening crisis 
and a sense of uncertainty and a 
feeling of impotent perplexity that 
has gripped the fear and distrust 
laid in chancelleries of the world. 
The death of Marshal Stalin marks 
the end of an era. and so alters the 
balance of international relationship, 
that the big powers will be justified 
In shaping their policies anew un
fettered by past promises and pre
judices. Let us hope that the change 
will be in the direction of peace and 
mutual goodwill. Any attempt to 
exploit his death is sure to do more 
harm than good. The most signifi
cant development in the field of 
foreign affairs in the 20th century has 
been the concept of security in terms 
of territory. This concept has made 
the policy makers of the world mili
tary in their approach. They have 
ceased to be political and are out to 
dominate the largest area possible. It 
is in this light that we have got to 
view the recent developments regard
ing the MEDO. the Korean conflict, 
and the so-called liberation of Tibet by 
Red China, Fortunately, our foreign 
policy is free from this vice and the 
Prime Minister who is the architect 
of our foreign policy deserves con
gratulations for it. The greatest 
challenge to the peace of the world 
is presented by Korea. If a lasting 
peace settlement has got to be arrived 
at, it must begin by ending the Korean 
stalemate. No solution of Korea can 
endure which Ignores Red China for 
Government of Peking in the regime 
with which the rest of the world will 
have to deal in the matter. There
fore, the Prime Minister has right
ly expressed the fact that any lasting 
settlement of the Far Eastern question 
must begin by ending the Korean 
stalemate based on an agreement of 
the major powers concerned in it. The 
House has had the opportunity to 
hear my friend Mr. Shiva Rao about 
the resolution which was sponsored 
by the Indian DelegaMon at the last 
session of the UNO and about other 
activities of our Delegation. I do not 
want to take the time of the House 
on that issue.

Our foreign policy has been criticis
ed by some of the Members of the 
Opposition on the false charge that it 
is tied down to the-apron strings of 
Anglo-American imperialism. Prof.

Mukerjee suggested that we should' 
join whole hog with the Sovi^ Bloc. 
What I would like to point ouf here 
is that the peace of the world is in 
a precarious position today and any 
fresh' addition to either of the power 
bloc iî  sure to affect the balance 
adversely and endanger the world 
peace. More., so of a country like 
India which though militarily weak 
at the moment is strategically very  
important because of the size, popula
tion. geographic location, and econo
mic potentialities. Therefore, it is in 
our national self interest as well as 
in the larger interests of the world 
peace that we  ̂ should maintain our 
freedom of action and judgment in 
judging each international issue on 
its merits and not commit ourselves 
in advance by joining the power bloc. 
Any realistic foreign policy is formul
ated according to the past traditionfit  ̂
and present needs. Our , tradition is 
one of peace and tolerance and we 
badly need peace today to be able to 
tear ourselves away from the econo
mic backwardness which is the direct 
result of our former colonial depend
ence.

Prof. Mukerjee pointed out that we 
are gradually playing, rather pro
gressively playing into the hands of 
Anglo-American power blocs. It is an 

‘ outrageous lie to suggest that we are 
anybody*s tool. I think the House 
has not forgotten the part played by 
the Prime Minister for the recogni
tion of the People’s regime of China. 
Did he not take a very strong stand oi> 
the Yalu bombing? What about his 
refusal to sign the Japanese Peace 
Treaty? Not only that. Even the- 
strong stand that the Indian Govern
ment took at the recent change in the 
foreign policy of the new United 
States Administration speaks about 
the non-partisanship of our foreign 
policy. A few days ago, I was read
ing some newspapers and there I came 
across a statement by the Leader of 
the Indian Peace Delegation, Dr. 
Saifuddin Kitchlew where he said 
that a lot of misunderstanding which 
has been created between India and 
Soviet Russia has been clearetd as a 
result of the talk which the late 
Marshal Stalin had with the Indian- 
Ambassador and Dr. Kitchlew. I 
scratched my head. I thought what 
was the cause of the misunderstand
ings. To-day while listening to the 
speech of Prof. Mookerjee I have dia- 
covered the cause. Mr. Burke has 
rightly said that *'a very great part 
of the mischiefs that vex this world 
arises from words”.
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Before I conclude, I would like to 
say a few words about our relation- 
.ship with Pakistan with particular 
reference to MEDO. That is indeed a 
very serious development for it will 
not only bring the cold war to our 
frontiers but is sure to have strong 
impact on our relationship with Paki
stan, more so on Kashmir question. 
But what I would like to point out 
-hero is that the differences between  ̂
India and Pakistan are a source of 
temptation to other nations for intri
gue in this sub-continent. The prime 
need of the hour tpday is the. crea
tion of .healthy relationship based on 
friendship between India and Paki
stan. Tiiat is why an atmosphere 
should be Crreated for peace and friend 
ship. Without a closer defence and 
economic pact between India and 

Pakistan, there is the danger of this 
sub-continent becoming 6i helpless 
pawn in the chess board of internation
al power politics. Let us not forget 
that there are people in Pakistan, 
quite a humben: of them, who want 
to come closer to us. The light of 
friendship, though dim, is still burn
ing and the result is not doubtfuL If 
we stand firm, we shall not fail for 
the logic of history and geographical 
considerations always prove far more 
stronger than party propag^i^da and 
party programme.

Today I was reading an editorial of 
■one of the important newspapers in 
Pakistan Nawai waqut. This is what 
the newspaper has got to say on the 
-subject:

**The need of the hour is states
manship and courage to face the 
facts ignoring all reactionary 
elements in the two countries. 
The path of friendship is the path 
of safety for both nations. Any 
other way cannot but lead to 
destruction.”

Therefore, we should ’try to maintain 
the closest possible relationship with 
Pakistan if not from any other point 
of view at least from the point of view 
of the security of this sub-continent 

which was fashioned by its friendly 
mountains as a single defence system. 
There is no use imputing to nations 
the qualities that properly speaking 
belong to individuiQs or to a parti
cular iKJlitical party. I hope the 
•foreign policy that the Government is 
pursuing is sure to bear fruit and 
that the Government will not deflect 
'either by praise or blame fropi the 
^policy it is puxeuing*

[P andit T h a k u r  D as B hargava  in the 
Chairl

Shrlmati Sucheta Krlpaiaai: During 
the last few months, two important 
events have taken place, which are of 
very great significance in internation
al politics—firstly the return of the 
Republican Party in the United States 
of America with General Eisenhower 
as President, and secondly the death 
of Marshal Stalin. Both these events 
may have far reaching effects on world 
politics, and inasmuch as they will 
affect world politics, they affect us 
also.

General Eisenhower, as soon as he 
came to power, enunciated his policy 
regarding Asia, and regarding the 
economic assistance that the United 
States is giving to undeveloped coun
tries. I gave at length my own re
action to his Asiatic policy 
the Korean war, during my last speech 
in the House. I do not therefore want 
to elaborate on that point again. But 
some of us have been rather ap
prehensive of the amount of foreign 
assistance that we are taking in order 
to develop our country. The hpn. 
Prime Minister has been assuring us 
that he will not allow the acceptance 
of economic assistance to influence our 
politics in any way, though I have 
more than once pointed out on the 
floor of this House that acceptance of 
this kind of assistance cannot be with
out any implications of political obli
gation. '

Now, ^ f te r  Eisenhower came to 
power, he has made it quite clear 
that the assistance they are giving to 
the undeveloped countries is part of 
the over all policy that is being pur
sued, for strengthening the anU-com- 
munist bloc. When this policy has 
been clarified, I should think that it 
is time for us to pause and think. In 
our anxiety to get foreign assistance 
we have been giving concession after 
concession to Anglo-American trade 
and commercial interests. There has 
been considerable inroad of commerci
al and trade interests into India from 
England and America. Therefore I 
think it is time for us now to review 
the position and see w h e ^ r  we would 
not like to bring about‘some change 
in the policy.

The death of Marshal Stalin has 
given rise to a good deal of specula
tion, as to whether this incident will 
reduce the threat of war or increase 
it. We welcome the statement made 
by the successors of Marshal Stalin, 
wherein they have said, that they want 
to follow a positive policy of peac^
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I do hope and trust that the policy 
statement made by them would be 
followed up in practice also. I also 
hope and pray that this would evoke 
sopcte response of goodwill from the 
other side.

The difficulty, is that the dominant 
impulse governing the foreign policy 
of tthe big powers is one of conform
ism. Very few of them really belif^ve 
in co-existence, though some may talk 
of it. Conformism inevitably leads to 
the creation of spheres of influence,— 
or we may call them—situations of 
strength, which would naturally give 
rise to a war psychosis and war ten^ 
sion. Against this background im- 
fortunately, we have to build pp our 
foreign policy. We hav* declared our 
policy to be a policy of non-alignment, 
of peace and friendliness with all. 
There are these two blocs on either 
side. We have now very warily to 
chalk out our path. It is almost like 
tight-rope dancing. Some times, we 
succeed in pleasing one party, and 
sometimes we i^lease the other party, 
but the crucial test of our policy will 
come when actually a show-down 
comes between the two blocs, and we 
succeed in keeping out of the war.

I think we have been depending too 
much on the big powers. All o ^  
attention has been focussed on to the 
big powers, and all our appeals too 
have been to the big powers. Very 
recently the Congress has ^Rsed a 
resolution appealing to the big four 
to find a peaceful solution of the
problem. I feel that if we focus our 
attention not so much on the big 
powers, but on the smaller powers, 
perhaps we might be able to streng
then our position, and find a correc
tive to the existing international 
situation. We find that there are
small nations who earnestly believe 
in peace, whose intentions are very 
sincere and honest. If we try to col
lect these nations and weld them
together, we might be able to balance 
the world situation more in favour of 
peace. The Socialist Party in India 
has been describing this as the crea
tion of the .third force. We believe 
that if we appeal to the people of the 
different nations who really want to 
work for peace, and organise them to
gether, then we can exert influence 
even on the bigger powers, and it can 
go a long way towards the mainten
ance and protection of peace in the 
world. I am very glad to note that in 
a recent speech the hon. Prime Minis
ter spoke of the creation of a third 
area. By whatever language you 
may describe it, call it the third force

or the third area, we have no objection 
to it. But wl\at we want is that India 
should follow a more positive policy 
and play a positive role in world 
politics, by actively sponsoring such a- 
movement. Countries which are free- 
from' the influence of either of the 
blocs should be got together, coom- 
tries that can work together, that can 
have a common foreign policy, a 
common economic policy, as for ins
tance countries like Pakistan, Burma, 
Ceylon, Indonesia and other contigu
ous Middle East countries. We have 
basically the same problems. We will 
have to organise ourselves* and get 
together. If we do that, we can act 
as a big bulwark against the aggres
sive instincts of the bigger powers. 
Then we can also work for a World 
Development “Pool, or a World Grain 
Bank or other such international insti
tutions, which are free from the 
wranglings of both the blocs. In short 
we have to tell the world and place 
before them the fact that there can 
be an ideology different from that of 
the two blocs. Such an ideology must 
be sponsored, brought forward, and 
strengthened by us. Only then we 
can get away from the wranglings 
that we see in the world’s picture 
today. Our role in Asia can be very 
important. I believe we hold a very 
strategic position in Asia, because we 
are the only big nation outside the twa 
blocs. Therefbre we have a special 
responsibility in forming public opini
on on international affairs in Asia. Al
ready the two blocs are trying to have 
under their control, some of the Asian 
nations. China has already veered 
round towards the Soviet Groverhment. 
Japan tfor all practical puiposes is 
under the United States. Ih Indo
china we see a peculiar picture. The 
natioqaiist movement is in the hands 
of the communists, while Prance with 
the help of Australia and the United 
States is trying to perpetuate coloni
alism there. Therefore, we must take 
up the initiative, and try to collect 
the nations that have not already 
0one into the orbit of these power 
blocs, weld them together and streng
then them and work in favour of 
peace.

Soon after the achievement of free
dom, we took certain steps towards- 
playing a positive role in Asian poli
tics. We called an Asian Relations 
Conleiwce here in Delhi, and our 
role in the Indonesian struggle for 
freedom was something very credita
ble, and the credit for it goes to our 
hon. Prime Minister. But I do not 
know what happened after that. We 
f?ave up that line of action gradually.
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and our work in the Asiatic field 
since has not been " as positive as it 
promised to be. Asia’s role in world 
politics has been negligible so far. 
Asia’s politics, is not integrated. The 
Asiatic countries suffer from 
the same common diseases,—jwverty, 
over-population, etc., and are under
developed and under-nourished. There 
is every reason therefore for us to get 
together and form ourselves into—I 
would not say a third ‘bloc*—but we 
can weld ourselves together, and put 
our pressure positively on the side of 
peace, and against the warring of the 
two big blocs. I would now like to 
say a few words about our position 
in the Commonwealth. I am one of 
those who do not see any advantage 
for us in remaining within the 
Commonwealth. The Prime Minister 
has again and again told us that our 
remaining within the Commonwealth 
does not affect the independence of 
our policy. But I have a growing 
foar, a growing impression, that we 
are not able to follow such an inde
pendent policy as we would like to. 
The Commonwealth policy is dictated 
by considerations of Britain. Canada, 
Australia and South Africa, and 
wiUy-nilly we get linked up with it. 
Our economic, commercial, financial— 
even military—policies are tagged on 
to the United Kinj^dom. Our freedom 
action is fettered* to a great extent. 
Recehtly, the Chancellor of the British 
Excheauer, Mr. Butler, and Mr. Eden 
met the American authorities and we 
understand that they have taken cer
tain decisions to tighten up exports to 
China. This is in line with U.S. 
policy. I would like to know what 
would be our policy in this mattor.

Then, let us take our Army Adminis
tration. To what extent do we 
depend on the United Kingdom, 
specially in the matter of supplies and 
training! More than once on the floor 
of the House even the Prime Minister 
has admitted it. Today as I was going 
through this small report, to which 
Dr. Mookerjee made a reference, I 
came across a very interesting figure. 
How much we depend on the United 
Kingdom is illustrated here. How 
much our foreign policy—I should say 
how imich our External Affairs Minis
try is depending on U.K. Is revealed 
by this figure. It says that we spend 
52:08 lakhs of rupees on the High 
Commissioner’s office in U.K. and our 
over-all expenditure for the head
quarters of External Affairs is 66:85 
lakhs, and this also includes the 
External Affair.<? Publicity Division. 
So nearly half is spent in U.K. It is 
natural that because of our old con

nection we should have some kind of 
dependence on U.K. for a little time, 
but I do not understand why this 
balance cannot be shifted and why 
we go on perpetuating that depen
dence on U.K. and for which we are 
suspected by others. Our presence 
in the Commonwealth has compromis
ed our position more than once. It 
makes us suspect in the eyes of others. 
For instance, take this Korean Resolu
tion that we brought forth in the 
U.N., I believe it was done in all 
sincerity, because genuinely we want
ed to bring about a peaceful solution. 
In that spirit our U.N. representative 
brought forward that Resolution. But 
what was the effect? Because we are 
in the Commonwealth, because we 
are so much associated with the Anglo- 
Americain bloc, our Resolution was 
suspect and we did not get the support 
that we should otherwise have got. 
This has gained further currency by 
the speeches of Mr. Eden and Mr. 
Dulles—where they have stressed the 
fact that it] was the Indian Resolution 
that was thrown out by Soviet Russia. 
That is why I do not see how we 
stand to gain by remaining within 
the Commonwealth.

Here I would like to illustrate it by 
another case. I refer to it with great 
hesitation because this matter raised 
a lot of dust in the House once be
fore, but without meaning any disres
pect to anybody, because I have got 
this genuine doubt in my mind <nd I 
would lik^ to raise that point here. 
We are participating in QueeQ 
Elizabeth's Coronation in England. 
The invitation has gone to the Prime 
Ministers of the Commonwealth coun
tries, and to the heads of Govern
ments of independent countries. Why 
to the Prime Ministers of the Com
monwealth countries? Because the 
heads of the CQmmonwealth countries 
are the representatives of the Queen. 
Therefore, they did not receive the 
invitation. In India the Prime Minis
ter received the invitation. We are 
told that our position in the Common
wealth is quite different from that of 
other countries of the Commonwealth. 
We are independent. The Head of 
our Government is the President of 
the Republic. He has nothing to do 
with the Queen. If he is the Head of 
an independent country, if he is not 
representing the Queen, then why is 
it that our Prime Minister has receiv
ed the invitation and not the Head of 
the State?

An Hon. Member: Personal.
Shrimstl SHcketa KripaUud. The ex

planation given is that this in a per-
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sonal invitation to the Prime Minister. 
Well, it may be a personal invitation. 
But for a foreign, international cere
monial function of this nature, there 
cannot be a mere personal invitation. 
The Queen, if she likes, can invite the 
hon. the Prime Minister at her table. 
There is no objection to that. But at 
this kind of international funds in the 
/cou-ntity jis officially represented. In 
that case, why is it that the Head of 
this kind of international function the 
very happy to know as to what is our 
status within the Commonwealth. In 
what capacity we received this invita
tion? Is our status the same as that 
of the other countries in the Common
wealth?

I would refer to some other aspects 
of one anomalous position because of 
our continued presence in the Com
monwealth. Now, take the South 
African issue. Last time I remember 
somebody raised the issue that though 
we are in the Commonwealth, we do not 
get any assistance from there in solv- 
lirrg our South African prbblem. In 
reply our hon. Prime Minister told us 
that that itself shows how independent 
we are because we do not want their 
assistance in solving this problem. 
Well, that may be one point of view. 
But in today’s Hindustan TiVnes in the 
front page there is a news item on 
South Africa. You will see how this 
ugly race war is being carried on there, 
and there is a very interesting phrase 
which will sting everybody sitting in 
this House. There we have been des
cribed, our Republic has been describ
ed, as the “coolie Republic’* because 
this is the only Republic within the 
Commonwealth. That is why I want 
to know what is our status within the 
Commonwealth? Why should we go 
on perpetuating this anomalous posi
tion? It hurts our self-respect. After 
much struggle we have won this in
dependence. Maybe we are a little 
over-sensitive about our prestige and 
our position. But I think that is a 
very legitimate sentiment and I think 
it is worthwhile considering whether 
it is any good for us to continue within 
the Commonwealth.

I do not wish to take much time of 
the House. I wanted to say something 
about our policy regarding Pakistan. 
But much has already been said. It is 
very unfortunate that we, two neigh
bouring States, have not found a peace
ful solution. Our points of view have 
not yet been adjusted and the Kashmir 
issue is being prolonged for such a long 
time. But we should realise that in 
world affairs ultimately we two have 
got to stand together. Our foreign 
policy and our economic policy should 
be such that we have to adjust and

we have to protect each other’s inte
grity and each other’s economic wel
fare. I am talking in this vein parti
cularly because of recent happenings 
in Pakistan. We view the recent hap
penings in Pakistan with grave con
cern. We cannot do anything there, it 
is true. But just in the adjoining State 
the^e is chaos and confusion prevail
ing. We are not getting full reports, 
but as I heard from some people—we 
will shortly be in possession of full 
reports—the description is indeed very 
terrible. If such things are happening 
right across the border, it is a matter 
of great concern to us and I hope our 
Government is keeping a close watch 
on the situation.

About Jammu and Kashmir, though 
it does not come exactly under Exter
nal Affairs, I would like to say a few 
words. This movement and the hap
penings that have been taking place 
recently are further complicating an 
already complicated situation. It is 
not in the larger interests of the coun
try to have this kind of trouble in 
Jammu and Kashmir. Last time when 
I had occasion to speak on the floor of 
the House I appealed to our hon. Prime 
Minister to find a solution. This move
ment will do no good to India; it will 
do no good to Jammu and Kashmir; 
neither will the continuance of this 
trouble do good to anybody. If our 
policy is a policy of peace, if we are 
pursuing a policy of peace in interna
tional affairs, why should it be im
possible for the Government to tackle 
this question also peacefully? That is 
wihy I appeal to the Government that 
they should not stand on prestige; they 
should not let small things stand in 
the way; they should rise to the occa
sion and scotch this trouble now. 
Otherwise, if it takes larger dimensions, 
it will do very great injury to the 
larger interests of the country.

5 P.M.

I have said most of what I had to 
say. I would just say a few words 
about the Embassies. In this report 
we have been given a long list of Em
bassies that have been opened but there 
is one notable omission. We have as 
yet no Embassy in Yugoslavia. This 
young and vigorous European repub
lic is making new experipients in 
social and economic affairs and I feel 
that there is so much for us to give and 
take that we shall do well to open an 
Embassy in Yugoslavia.

During my recent tour in Europe, I 
had occasion to visit some of our Em
bassies. I have been one who was 
criticising the External Affairs expen
diture and I have been criticising the 
working of the &nbassles. But. here
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1 would like to put in a good word for 
the junior staff working in our Em
bassies. I have seen that most ot them, 
(living in countries where the cost of 
living is very high) do not have really 
adequate salaries to look after them
selves—they have the housing problem 
to face and they have other innumer
able diflficulties—doing a good job, 
though hardly any credit is given to 
them,

My criticism about the Publicity Or
ganisation Of the External Affairs De
partment is the same as that of Govind 
Das or Mookerjee. I have found the 
publicity work very meagre and litera
ture inadequate. It was neither of the 
type it should be. Instead of laying 
emphasis on the glorious past that we 
have enjoyed, we should tell them 
what we are doing now and how we 

are developing the country. One feels 
this paucity of suitable literature at 
every step. We do not take even the 
steps that Pakistan has taken to give 

proper publicity to their country. 1 
would ask the hon. Minister to look 
into this matter and put it on a better 
level. I have criticised the External 
Affairs policy. There is much to criti
cise no doubt. But at the same time 
I would say that on the whole the un
derlying principles followed are the 
right principles and I and my party 
support them.

Shri Joachim Alva (Kanara): The 
Prime Minister in a magnificent speech 
the other day lasting for about 20 
minutes, paid a great tribute to Marshal 
Stalin. In a historic phrase, he said, 
‘̂we are the children of this age.” We 
are the children of this age, who have 
witnessed two wars, the first war of 
artillery and infantry and the second 
war of the atom bomb. And when the 
atom bomb was dropped, the third war 
will have started and we are now wit
nessing the cold war. In this age, let 
us take note of the declarations by 
various statesmen in regard to the posi
tion of the world, in regard to what the 
leaders of democracies and the totalita
rian states have said and how the fate 
of millions haogs on the lips of these 
great statesmen.

I would like to begin straightaway 
from Franklin Roosevelt. Franklin 
Roosevelt was indeed one of the great 
men of the world and when he died a 
great policy was ended. A great policy 
was indeed ended, with his successor 
ushering another policy altogetlhei .̂ 
Franklin Roosevelt had enunciated and 
left behind a great policy. I am quot
ing Franklin Roosevelt’s words to say 
what was that policy. He said:

‘Today we are faced with the
pre-eminent fact that if civilisation

is to survive we jnust cultivate the 
science of human relationship, the 
ability of all people of all kinds 
to live together and work together 
in the same world.’'

The moment Roosevelt died, on the 
suggestion of his Adviser, Hopkins, 
Marshal Stalin sent Molotov to convey 
the feelings of regret of the Russian 
people to his successor Presijdent Tru
man. However it is recorded that 
Molotov complained that he had never 
received such a shabby treatment at 
the hands of any one as when he con
veyed that message. There came a 
^realk in the foreign polity of the 
U.S.A., when the bond of human rela
tionship was snapped—that bond which 
binds India with the rest of the world, 
and holds man to man. When Roose
velt died, Stalin echoed his message. 
What did Marshal Stalin say? He said, 
“President Roosevelt has died but his 
cause must live on. We shall support 
President Truman with all our forces 
and with all our strength**. Thereafter, 
Sir, you know what came. President 
Truman enunciated his doctrine which 
is quite different from the doctrine of 
his famous predecessor. I would call it 
One of negation. His doctrine has been 
confirmed by President Eisenhower. 
Truman*s doctrine is, “It must be the 
policy of U.S.A. to support the peoples 
who are resisting the attempted sub
jugation of any minorities by outside 
pressure**, and thereby he said that 
people must have the right to work 
out their own destiny in their own 
way. This was his doctrine.

As against this doctrine, we have the 
Nehru doctrine. What is the Nehru 

speech on March 8,
1950, the Priaie Minister made it clear 
in this House when he said, that we 
are not identifying ourselves with any 
bloc. We are not enemies of any race 
or nation. We love everyone and we 
shall not be entangled with binding 
covenants with any Governments in the 
Far East but shall have a regional 
organisation, for co-operation and con
sultation wiifc our neighbours around.

^  Prime Minister
said. This doctrine stands out on a 
Ime with that of President Roosevelt 
for it takes note of human relation
ship.

There have been some distinguished 
visitors during the last three months 
in this country. I shall quote their con
versation but I shall not give their 
names, nor will I say from which coun
try they came. I asked them what was 
their foreign policy. He said it In two 
words. He said their foreign policy 
was pure servility to America and his 
second observation was that It will be
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a great disaster if our Foreign Minia-
ter was removed from his scene of 
office. I was amazed that one from a

ĵ. land under the direct influence of the
Anglo-American bloc should have 
uttered such words. Today we are in a 
kind of jungle where tigers are being 
hunted by wolves.

The Manchester Guardian in an issue 
of December, 1950, after the Korean 
war started, said “Europe is quite wil
ling to stand shoulder to shoulder with 
Republicans and Democrats” on Far 
Eastern Policy, “if Europe could And 
out where the shoulders are”. This is 
the position with the world today. 
Elliot Roosevelt, the son of Franklin 
Roosevelt, when his father died, said, 
“The British and the Americans were 
first to shake the mailed fist and when 
the collective principles were abrogat
ed, started the cold war.” The cold war 
started with the atomic bomb and the 
cold war started with the refusal to 
communicate that knowledge to others, 
and the cold war started perhaps when 
the atom bomb was thrown on helpless 
Japanese and their cities were laid to 
ruins; though the Japanese soughjt 
peace through the Vatican six months 
before Hiroshima went to piwes.

Sir, we must not forget the foreign 
pockets of Gk)a and Pondicherry In 
India. We have French pockets, 
Pondicherry and others, which 
have 196 sq. miles and a popula
tion of 316,425. We have got 
Goa and other Portuguese pockets ex
tending over 1,200 square miles. I want 
to mention these two pockets because 
unless Pondicherry and Goa with their 
adjuncts are restored, we shall have 
ever to remind ourselven about these 
stark facts every year in Parliament, 
of anywhere where a National Assemb
ly sits to work with these territories as 
foreign possessions. The Prime Minister 
should not have a hand in Indo-Chinese 
affairs. We must say that we cannot 
even mediate there, unless France first 
makes a declaration that she shall quit 
honourably from our territory. Then 
alone can we put our hands in solving 
this Indo-China question.

Two years ago, in the Foreign Affairs 
debate I had said that we should resist 
with all our might the intrusion of 
foreign powers in our territory. We 
must hurl them out. The NATO or 
the MEDO may take Goa in its em
brace. Thereby we shall be in veritable 
danger. Bombay is near Goa and if 
Bombay is paralysed, there is danger 
to the security of India. I have often 
spoken in this House about the dangers 
of Radio Goa; how it may paralyse the 
morale of India one day in times of

danger to us. No debate on Foreign 
Affairs in the Indian Parliament should 
ever take place without our remind
ing ourselves that there are French and 
Portuguese pockets in India. Now, I 
am mentioning this because it is h i ^  
ti^ne that we take this up.
/ Then let us be warned about our 

position today. We have to think 
clearly what we shall do and how we 
shall get along in this great business,, 
especially when President Truman was 
warned by the Chiefs of his Defence 
Staff that the year 1954 is the year of 
danger.  ̂ It is high time that we take 
the matter in hand. Physically we may 
be short of all weapons; but morally 
we are strong. Our defence forces are 
not equal to the world’s best. We da 
not have a Navy which is worth claim
ing any attention, but it has good men, 
especially in the lower ranks. Our 
Air^y contains the best fighting mate
rial. We have an Air Force which may 
be very young, but its personnel the 
finest and the best available in our 
land. In this manner, we are not 
flourishing our weapons at others, but 
only pursuing a peaceful policy, one 
of pure non-aggression.

When we declare our foreign policy^ 
we should not forget our brethren in 
East Africa. We have no arms to send 
out to them. We have sent them legal 
assistance in the shape of a fellow 
Member of Parliament, Dewan Cha- 
manlal. We have lots of sympathy for 
them. We extend it to them without 
lear of any white or brown man,. Simi
larly. our countrymen in Africa should 
always think in terms of the Africans. 
They should serve the interests of the 
Africans better and should not give ^ e  
slightest occasion for an Impression 
that Indians are trying to establish 
their sway over the Africans. They 
should follow Mahatma Gandhi’s ideal 
of love.

I should now like to turn to our ex
ternal publicity. Our expenditure 
under the External Affairs"  ̂ Ministry 
was Rs. eight crores last year. This 
year, It is Rs. nine crores. Now, let us 
see how much a single country like 
the United States is spending on fore
ign publicity. In the allocation for 
1933, we find that they have budgeted 
for 157 million dollars for overseas in
formation. This sum is equivalent to 
Rs. 80 crores. Where do they spend 
this money? From Cairo through 
India to Tokyo are the strongholds 
where this money is freely spent. A 
quarter of that money must, have been 
drained out in India. I am not afraid 
to say that the pockets of Americans 
and Russians are oozing with money 
for their propaganda. We have to take 
care, and see that with our moral 
strength and spiritual values, we resist
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temptation from either side. So long 
as Pandit Nehru is in charge of the Go
vernment of India, 1 know that we 
shall always think in terms of non
violence and that we shall not utilise 
the funds from either side, and that 
we shall try. to give a correct picture 
without being afraid of any party.

Take Japan, It has been occupied 
by thirteen powers technically, but for 
all practical purposes, it has been under 
the cQntirol of America. As early as 
six months back, before the Korean 
War started, Senator Conally, Chair
man of the Senate Foreign Relations 
Committee, said that they had no in
terest in Formosa, but when the clash 
came, they realised that every piece of 
land was important for them as a foot
hold. Korean hostilities broke out 
on JunelW, 1950, and we know how we 
held a debate in this House, and how 
the eyes and ears*of the world were ri- 
vetted on what took place inside this 
Chamber. Our Galleries were filled 
with Ambassadors. Today, there is 
none. Perhaps, the world tension is 
not there now. Perhaps, they are not 
mindful of what India says today. 
But we shall do our duty unmindful of 
praise, favour or criticism or (ear from 
our friends and foes alike. We shall 
go along the path chalked out by 
Mahatma Gandhi in the sense that we 
shall always be noR-violent and shall 
always love our nei^bours. We shall 
not think in terms of getting involved 
in the cobweb of power politics or 
thinking In terms of trying to fill other 
countries with our population

One or two more suggestions. I sup
port the Demand for better salaries for 
men in our Foreign Service. Our men 
in the Foreign Service should be well 
paid. We should not be niggardly with 
them. Let us spend more, and have 
leas men. They should not fall an easy 
prey to temptation, and try to make 
profits for themselves. They should be 
men of character, ability, and patriot
ism, and should serve the country well. 
We shall have less Missions, but better 
men, who will be excellent representa
tives of our country abroad. We shall 
spend well on them indeed.

We should seek early cooperation in 
North Africa, in the sense of having 
consular or political representatives in 
the whole of North Africa. It is a vital 
zone in the next war. I have in mind 
Morocco, Algeria, Tunis, Libya, Tangier 
etc. We must send our representatives 
there. Tangier is now an international 
area and if the international powers 
have their representatives there, why 
should not our men go there? That 
part of the world must hum with our 
name and culture and those people 
should know that India is represented

there and that we Extend to them ut
most friendship and oordiality.

One more point. Sooner or later, this 
Parliament will have to have a Com
mittee which will approve of all ap
pointments of Ambassadors. The 
Senate Foreign Relations Committee of 
the United States approves everyone 
who is listed or nominated as an. Am
bassador on behalf of the United States. 
Similarly, we shall have to have our 
own Committee. It may come today, 
or three years or four years hence, but 
this House must have a Committee. In 
this connection, I wish to reiterate the  ̂
suggestion that I made last year during 
the foreign aifairs debate. To about 
twelve major Embassies we have got. 
We should not send representatives whô  
are either servicemen or LC.S. men, 
but men drawn from public life, men 
whose names are not associated with 
scandals, men who would deliver the 

goods, men of character and patriotism, 
integrity and ability.

Shri Sadath Mi Kban (Ibrahim- 
patnam): While discussing the foreign 
policy of this country, it will be well 
to remember that it is only six years 
since we gained our independence. 
During this short span of time, we have 
been able to build up our foreign ser
vice from scratch. It has been an up
hill task. We had to find men* of abi
lity who would carry out the foreign 
policy of this country faithfully. It is 
entirely due to the efforts of our Prime 
Minister that in the world today we 
have gained a very high place, and we 
are looked upon by other nations with 
respect. It has been the policy of this 
country to support the freedom strug
gles in all parts of the world, especi
ally; in colonial countries, and our con
tribution to international peace and 

y amity has been out of aU proportion 
to our status as a young nation. We 
can say with justifiable pride that no 
other nation placed in a similar situa
tion has done so much to enhance her 
prestige and the cause of international 
peace. *

My hon. friend just now referred to 
one aspect of our foreign policy, 
namely, the administrative side. I be
lieve that we would do well to streng
then our administration on foreign 
affairs. As I said earlier, we started 
in 1947 from scratch, but we have 
slowly been able to build up an effici
ent foreign service which is doing ex
cellent work. But we must expand this 
service and further strengthen it, so 
that it becomes a body fully able to 
deal with the other nations of the world. 
The success of our foreign policy is 
evident by the fact that today there
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are various nations that are looking up 
to us for guidance in matters of fore
ign relations. A friend of mine who 
has just returned from Japan was tel
ling me that the people of Japan are 
taking an increasing interest in India’s 
stand in the United Nations. Similar
ly, another friend who went to the 
United States and stayed there for six 
months admitted that, though the 
people there criticise certain aspects 
of our policy, on the whole there is an 
increasing appreciation of it. That is 
a fact which is always there to face. 
It is our policy to safeguard the bor
ders of our country and to strengthen 
our frontiers, so that we are able to 
implement the various plans which are 
before us. To attain this aim peace and 
friendship with neighbouring countries 
are essential. I welcome the proposal 

-of Dr. Mahmud that India should have 
a joint defence with Pakistan. In the 
sphere of foreign policy there has been 
more or less a similar approach by both 
the countries. For instance, on the 
question of Indonesian freedom, Indo- 
l^uth African dispute, the status of 

^outh-West Africa, the functions of 
the Trusteeship Council, relations 
with China and Korean Affairs, Pakis
tan and India have been more or less 

working together. The main hurdles 
which are preventing both our coun
tries coming together are purely in
ternal matters, such as Kashmir, canal . 
waters and evacuee property. These * 

can be solved amicably, given the 
goodwill and mutual understanding. 
We on our part are willing to come to 
terms, but I do not know how Pakistan 
will react to a suggestion of this kind 
for a joint defence of our two coun
tries. Since there is a campaign of 
abuse against us going on in Pakistan, 
it is difficult for us to come together 
and talk in a friendly manner.,

Several speakers referred to MEDO.^ 
I do not know what the policy of Pakis
tan Government is. But I cannot help 
saying that if she is inclined to join 
on organisation such as the Middle 
East Defence Organisation, she will be 

’ committing a mistake because here des
tiny lies with the people of South-East 
Asia rather than the Middle East. But 
it is not for us to say what they will 
do. On our part we will do well to 
safeguard against any such measure 
which might be taken in future. I 
suggest that we consider a mutual secu
rity pact among the nations of Asia 
in case of a third world conflict, so that 
this will strengthen us and we will be 
able to develop ourselves economically 
and socially.

There is then the question of our 
relations with the Middle-Eastern coun
tries. It is a fact that in recent tim«s

we have done some good work m that 
area and at present I hear from people 
who have visited these countries that 
India’s stand is appreciated and the 
propaganda of countries against us 
does not carry so much weight. But 
still we will do well to send a Delega
tion to these countries, so that our 

' mutual bonds are further strengthened.
Then there is the question of deve

loping our resources with the help of 
other nations by importing capital 
goods and the know-how. We desire to 
create a third force so that it might 
work to bring together the two war
ring blocs.

With regard to the working of our 
Embassies, much has been said. But 
the fact is that, as I said, earlier, we 
started only recently and iWvill take 
time for us to develop these Embas
sies fully. At the same time we must 
lay greater emphasis on the work of 
the publicity side of the administration. 
It is a fact that the case of India is 
not fully represented in foreign coun
tries and there is a good deal of mis
understanding. Therefore, we would 
do well to strengthen this side of our 
administration.

Dr. N. B. Khare (Gwalior); Frank
ly speaking, I am not satisfied v/ith our 
foreign policy. It may have raised 
high the status of our popular Prime 
Mmister in the international field, but 
it has failed to bring any benefit, or 
add any strength to our country. This 
is my firm opinion and cannot be chang
ed even by joy rides round the world 
at Government cost!

Two important world events have 
occurred during the last few months. 
The first is the election of Eisenhower 
and the second, the death of Stalin. I 
will not, go into thte effects of these 
two events on world politics or the 
peace or war position in the world, 
because frankly speaking, I do not un
derstand all the intricacies, complexi
ties and perplexities of the problem.
I know only this much that world 
events do not move on personalities, 
but move on policies. I will be content 
with making a few observations with 
regard to matters nearer home than 
far away from home.

Nearer home, so far as our North
East frontier is concerned, the situa
tion there is certainly enough to make 
one uneasy. On the one hand, there 
is infiltration from the bordering areas 
of Pakistan. On the other hand the 
tribal people there, the Nagas who live 
in the territory between our Assam 
border and Burma border are a pecu
liar people and are under peculiar
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influence, the influence of Christian
missionaries. I a+ter ofagainst any religion, it is a 
tfreedom of conscience I 
in it. But the effect of 
of these missionaries on the T n b ^  
Naga people is such that it creates sen
timents of separatism in the minds of 
those simple people 
svmoathies or removes the love pf the 
motherland from their heart they 
become more or less ahens m the heart 
of the country. It was surprising to 
hear or read in the papers that one of 
them is trying to raise the *1^1011  of 
Naga independence m the United Na 
tions. I hope he does not do it. But 
if he does it our Prime Minister must 
deal with it. '

I must also refer to another matter 
of a similar nature—the activities of 
foreign missionaries and 
missionaries. I am constrained to say 
that during the Congress regime the 
number of foreign missionaries has in
creased by 25 per cent, and the num
ber of daily conversions has in
creased by 25 per cent. Under British 
regime about one hundred people were 
being converted and under Congpress 
rule it has now risen to 125. It is not 
a trifling matter at all: it is a grave 
matter. It is not a question of religion.

[The Minister of E d n ca t^  and 
Natural Resources and ScIen^c 
search (Maulana A*ad): How has this 
figure been known?] ^

*io f t t  : arewrff f

»_0 y  ' •>lj<

[Maulmna A*ad: I have not yet read 
It.]

Dr. N. B. Khare: 3fW TfT
^>IT I it  is not a matter for 

laughter at all.
Shrl Tyagi: Are these conversions 

forcible?
Dr N. B. Khare; If th e se  a re  a llow ed  

to  go u n ch eck ed , I do n o t Iniow  if  o u r  
se c u la r ism  w ill re m a in  in  th e  field: w e 
w ill b e  c o n v e rted  in to  so m e th in g  e lse . 
T h e re fb re , I w a rn  th is  G o v e rn m e n t 
a g a in s t th is .

Last year a conference of missiona
ries was held in South India where the 
President of that ^
ign missionary whose name I roiget at 
ihe moment, said that they were very 
happy under the Congress regime, be
cause the number of conversions has 
increased.

Then I come to Nepal, our honour
able neighbour. In 1950 
warned the country from the platform- 
of the Hindu Mahasabha. when I was 
presiding at Poona, ggainst our med
dling in the afTairs of Nepal. I gave a 
clear warning that by persisting in 
this, you will pave the w p  for the 
entry of communism. At that time, i 
was condemned by the Press and ^^1" 
led a reactionary and a protagonist of 
the Rana Shahi and all that sort of 
thing. I endured all that and I will 
continue to endure that. But, I w*ll 
always speak and forecast what I think 
is the truth in my own judgment. 
What do we find now? There is im
minent danger of communism infiltrat
ing or invading Nepal through Tibet.

Our policy is neutrality. W h^ do 
we find? We are still in the Com
monwealth bound by.silken ties The 
Commonwealth is a friend of the U.S.A. 
which is helping us, whether benevol
ently or with some other motive, i 
cannot say. On account of this help, 
somehow or other, we cannot say No 
to these two nations. Therefore, we 
have to be subservient to them or 
yield to them on account of their good
ness or benevolence, help or kindness. 
On the other hand, our neighbour China 
is trying to infiltrate into Nepal through^ 
Tibet, which is our neighbour, on ac
count of pressure tactics. So, it is a 
fine neutrality that to one bloc we are 
yielding by goodness and to another 
bloc we are yielding by pressure, rhis 
is fine neutrality and I congratulate 
the Government for that.

With regard to East Bengal, our 
neighbour, much has been said. Only 
the other day, my hon. friend Sardar 
Amar Singh of the Congress Party 
asked a question about attacks i» 
Nadia or somewhere else by Pakistan. 
The routine answer was given for the 
nth time that we have registered a 
protest. We have only got to protest, 
more emphatically protest and most 
emphaUcally protest. The whole thing 
ends there, because our policy is to use 
sole force against friends at home—I 
sp^l the word 'sole* and not ‘soul —and 
to use the healing touch for o u r con
firmed enemies abroad, we are afraid- 
or we are diffident or we cannot thinic 
of using any stick small or big Rgain« 
b s t  Bengal or Pakistan,, I would, 
strongly recommend that if 
not raise any stick, then, for God s sake
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use lipstick so that by this healing 
touch, the hirsute lips of Pakistan may 
be softened or mollified. What can be 
said more? One is tired of saying. It 
is breaking our heads against a stone 
wall. But we cannot help saying It.

Another province is Jammu and 
Kashmir. On that also much has been 
said here as well as outside. I do not 
want to say much. I wiU Ulustrate 
this by an example m practical uie. 
In July last, there was a contractual 
marriage between Kashmir and Bhaiat. 
The terms of the contract were, Bharat 
has to arrange for food, for raiment, 
lor health, for medicine..........

Mr. Chairman: May I just remind 
the hon. Member that we are only dis
cussing External Affairs today?

Dr. N. B. Khare: Kashmir is an
External Affair. It is with the UNO.

Mr. Chairman: That does not matter.
Dr. N. B. Khare: J Nvill finish by 

giving a very small instance.
Mr. Chairman: The hon. Member is 

going to make irrelevant remarks; 1 
will not allow it. The hon. Member is 
referring to Jammu and Kashmir 
which has reference to our internal 
policy. If he could bring it under 
External Affairs......

Dr. N. B. Khare: UNO is an External 
Affairs matter, I submit. It is within 
the portfolio of the External Affairs 
Ministry.

Mr. Chairman: I will request the 
hon. Member to resume his seat. The 
point is very clear. We are discussing 
External Affairs today. If he can any
how bring all these matters on the 
plane of External Affairs, he is per
fectly entitled to make any remarks 
that he pleases. If he wants just to 
discuss the internal policy of India, I 
am afraid I will not be able to ^llow 
him.

Dr. N. B. Khare: I will bow to your 
ruling, Sir. I cannot help otherwise. 
Anyway, what I have said has made 
the point clear and I am satisfied. It 
is an ethereal marriage with no 
nuptials.

With regard to South Africa, the 
latest law, or if not a law, the agitation 

is there, it is to prevent the wives of 
the Indian settlers there from entering 
that country. We are actually help
less,—that is our foreign policy—to do 
anything in the matter. It is very good 
that by this enforced separation and 
celibacy, our Indian brethren there 
will have a quicker salvation for their 
souls. I congratulate the Government 
on their inaction.

We are getting, as I said before, 
(foreign aid for our community pro
jects. The word community is there. 
I will recommend that this word 
should be boycotted. It is a communal 
word and divides India. We have got 
for that what is called Marshall Aid. 
This term Marshall Aid is very popu
lar in this country; not only in this 
Country, it is popular In this House 
also, this Marshall Aid.

Shri Tyagi: Do not be afraid.
Mr. Chairman: I am afraid the hon. 

Member is roaming about and refer
ring to extraneous and irrelevant 
matters.

Shri Saj^agin Rao (Nandyal): The 
foreign policy that we are following 
today is a policy pf peace and friend
ship. This is not a new policy or a 
policy that has been invented. But. 
it is the obvious and inevitable result 
of our position in 1947.

To say that we are following a policy 
of peace and friendship means clearly 
two factors: that there are two blocs 
directly in conflict with each other and 
that^ we do not want to involve our
selves by joining any party. If we do 
not want to join any party and if we 
want to stand by ourselves, it requires 
a certain amount of stamina, and a 
certain amount of strength. It is this 
sort of strength or our own stamina 
that gives power to our dynamic 
neutrality.

Now, we have been following this 
policy of peace and friendship during 
the last five years. We may have 
achieved certain results or we may not 
have achieved any success at all. That 
does not matter. As long as we are 
striving for peace, if we are on the 
right path, we need not wdrry our
selves about the success that we may 
achieve or may not about a particular 
matter. When we say that we are 
following a policy of non-alignment, it 
means that we are not closely follow
ing the war-mongering spirit of this or 
that bloc. Till 1949, the American 
Government wanted to draw our Gov
ernment into their fold and to make 
India one of their principal friends. It 
has failed. But, after 1949, it has 
changed its policy, and is trying to 
penetrate into India in a different way. 
Till 1949 they patte'd and placated 
India, and invited our Prime Minister 
to America so that a policy of friend
ship may result. But what happened? 
Our Government, true to its policy of 
neutrality, refused to align itself, and 
even said that we do not want any aid 
if it is going to injierfere wltn our 
neutrality. Here I would like to refer
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to certain statements from the Ameri
can press. As early as December 7. W47. 
Ambassador Grady had declared:

“It is tremendously important 
to keep India on our side in the 
world struggle.’*

And in October, 1949, this is what 
the New York Times said:

“The United States is seeking a 
way to reassert Western influence 
and thus prevent a further spread 
c t communism in the Far East. 
To this end, Washington is trying 
to enlist tlie support of JUme 
Minister Nehru, the unofficial 
spokesman for most of South East 
Asia.*’
Again, Sir, on August 29, 1950, the 

JVciu York Times wrote like this:

“To have Pandit Nehru as an 
. ally in the struggle for Asiatic 

support is worth many divisions; 
to nave him as an opponent or 
even a critic would jeopardize the 
position of Western democracy 
throughout Asia.’*

So. till 1950, America wanted somehow 
I 0 keep India's support as a friend and 
ally, but India has been refusing in so 
many words that it does not want to 
align itself. Then, they seem to have 
changed their policy. Even till the 
date of elections, they were not so very 
fond of giving aid except on conditions 
of alignment. But, after the elections, 
we see a change. They are trying to 
penetrate into India in a aifferent 
way, i.e., by a policy of' technical aid 
and technical assistance. I know what 
jthis technical assistance means, but 
there is no word like technical aid. 
But, I call it technical because I And 
that it is with a purpose that they are 
giving this aid and this assistance. Why 
are the Americans trying to give loans 
and assistance? The biggest item of 
all the aid is the food item—the wheat 
loan, and when they gave it, they 
passed legislation in their Parliament— 
the Indian Emergency Food Act of
1951,—Section 2 of It says:

“provided that part of the pay
ment by India should be .’n the 
form of supply of substantial 
quantities of strategic a^d critical 
materials needed by the United 
States.**

:So, for every aid that they give, they 
want certain strategic and important 
materials from India. That is because 
they find that India is full of raw 
materials which are very important. 

The Committee on Foreign Relations 
of the American House of Representa
tives noted in 1048:

**India is the major source ot 
many strategic materials vitally 
needed and imported by the United 
States, materials including beryl, 
castor oil seed, chromite, coconut 
oil, cyanite...... **

Even when they promised help for the 
Damodar Valley Corporatii^n, it was 
not due to any charitable feeling that 
prompted them to give aid, but because 
they thought that they could get 
certain imports from the Damodar 
Valley Project. I shall refer to that 
portion;

“It is a commonplace that the 
war potential of a country depends 
above all on key industries like 
coal, iron and steel, aluminium etc. 
The Damodar Valley, because of 
the abundant deposits of the key 
minerals, is . destined to be the 
centre of most of the industries 
vital to national defence. Indeed, 
it may well be regarded as India’s 
potential arsenal of democracy/’

So, it is because they wanted certain 
raw materials and very important 
things that they wanted to capture 
somehow or other the Government of 
India in the guise of charity. That is 
why they give these aids and assist
ance.

More than that,* they want to spread 
a network of experts throughout India. 
They want to use this for a sort of pro
paganda value. When we say that we 
are following a policy of non-align
ment wUh both countries and yet sub
ject ourselves to this sort of treatment 
by America, are we following a policy 
of non-alignment at all is the question. 
So, this is something which I want the 
Government to take notice of. I think 
it is really a matter that our Govern
ment has not considered fully. The 
American Government want somehow 
or other to push their dollars into 
India so that they may have a hold on 
us. If it is said that Communism is 
entering India from the people, I think 
the American dollar is trying to use its 
Influence at the Government level.

Nothing prevents us from taking 
aid, but when we take aid and assist
ance, we have to protect ourselves and 
see that we do not send them any raw 
materials in case of war or in any em
ergency that arises. By our policy of 
trying to keep friendship with both 
power blocs, we may please none at 
all.

Another point I would like to men
tion is about the colonies. When we 
are talking about such a policy as this 
and when we consider ourselves to be 
in the centre of the International field, 
how Is it that we are unable to do any-
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thing about foreign pockets in India 
itself? These pockets are very small 
and very few, but I find from reports 
that Government have sent some pro
posals or notes to Portugal and 
France. This is not the way of win
ning over the Governments of Portugal 
and France. Our Government seems 
to be fond of sending proposals and 
notes and also some missions. If we 
want to achieve anything, we must be 
more strong and we must follow a 
policy which is more dynamic than dy
namic neutrality itself. We are not 
going to brook this sort of interference 
in India, and if they do not yield, we 
have to see that the people in those 
places launch what is called the 
“national movement” and make it irk
some for the Governments there so 
that tihey may'And it impossible to 
run the administration.

One other point which I would like 
to urge is this. If we want our 
foreign policy to be appreciated, there 
should be more advertising staff for us 
in other places. We see that when
ever External Affairs come in here, the 
only spokesman is our Prime Minister. 
We should see that there are some 
others properly trained so that he need 
not be the only man that can speak 
about it. '

Prof. Mathew (Kottayam): The
strongest consideration that I would 
wish to urge in support of our foreign 
policy is that it is essentially morally 
right. How far others understand it 
is not of mean importance, but I 
would give it only a secondary place, 
I hope that in no part of this House 
will the reference to morality be 
received with derision or scorn. 
Twenty ccnturies ago, a Roman Pro
curator, sneeringly exclaimed: “What 
is truth?” I hope we shall not 
modify it in a more objection
able manner and exclaim, “What is 
this morality?” I stress this not out 
of any theoretical consideration, but 
for a very practical reason. Questions 
have been asked: What has this
policy achieved? Has it achieved con
crete results? We must be able to 
justify our policy before the bar of 
reason by the concrete results. I do 
admit it, but we must take a long slice 
of history, so to say; stress on imme
diate results is rather misleading. I 
knew an eminent professor of history 
who used to say that shortcuts are 
really, as judged by history, rather 
round-about paths. Therefore, let us 
not be impatient. Let us not go on 
asking what have we achieved. Have 
we got what we wanted. I am not 
saying that these questions cannot be 
answered but that these do not con

stitute the first question that should be 
put. The first question is ‘I s  the 
moral basis of our policy essentially 
rights? What is this policy? I want 
to say in very simple words what it 
implies and what it does not imply. It 
does imply that we refuse to perman
ently align ourselves with either of the 
two well-known blocs in the world,, 
that we reserve our right to form an 
independent judgment on .every ques
tion as it comes up. Again, I am pre- 
paredito concede that this independent 
judgment may sometimes go wrong. I 
am not saying it has gone wrong, but 
even if occasionally it goes wrong, it 
does not belie the independent charac
ter of that judgment. We shall not 
align ourselves with any power bloc 
but we reserve our right to form our 
judgment on every question as it comes 
up. Now, it has been said that the 
very essence of rationality consists in 
this, the mind’s unhampered going into 
a question and I do maintain that our 
policy is independent and rational if 
at that point or at this point, it may 
not have led to that success which we 
would have liked to sec. While this 
is what the policy means. I should also 
briefly explain, as it seems to me what 
it does not mean, what it does not ne
cessarily imply. It does not mean 
that in certain matters we are not near
er certain Nations than we are to other 
Nations, The parliamentary demo
cracy that we have accepted and the 
freedom that we give to all citizens to 
practice whatever religion that they be
lieve in or irreligion that they believe 
in. these kinds of freedom certainly 
make us nearer to certahi Nation* 
than to certain other Nations. Again^ 
the economic planning which we have 
adopted, the principle of it, brings u.̂  
nearer, it may be, to .certain other Na
tions, Therefore the fact that we are 
in certain matters closer to certain 
Nations, in other matters we are closer 
to some other Nations does not, in any 
way, impugn the independence of our 
oolicy. Again it does not mean that 
we shall not enter into alliance with 
oarticular Nations for particular rea
sons, economic or cultural. No indivi
dual can live an isolated life and what 
the individual is to a nation, a nation is 
to the world at large. That concep
tion of independence which is baseJ on 
a kind of isolation is a false kind of 
iTidependence. Therefore, even if our 
policy has not brought us as near our 
goal in any particular sphere as we 
would have expected, that does not 
mean the failure of our moral basi'' 
principles. I am sure, in the long run. 
the right policy that we pursue will 
also be justified, in the truest sense of
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the wcid by expediency. The right 
end the true are ultimately also xne 
most expedient.

Coming to particular que3tions, 1 do 
not want to touch on many matters 
because they have been touched upon 
and I know they will be touched on 
again. There is this very urgent 
question of the relationship with Pakis
tan. It is a subject on which our 
feelings are roused and personally I 
would iiot mind feelings being rouited 
upto a point. Human beings are feel
ingful but I will only say that our feel
ings would mislead us if they doud our 
reason. Even when our feelings are 
roused, it Is right and proper and ne
cessary that we should keep the sense 
of reality and our sense of logic. It 
l^as been alleged from the other side 
by a most distinguished Member—he is 
hot there now—that there is some con
tradiction in the statement in the Re
port regarding our external relations 
that while we refused to ticcept the 
last resolution of the Security Council 
on the Kashmir question, we were ne
vertheless prepared at the same time to 
continue negotiations. I fail to see 
what the contradiction in this is. We 
refused to accept the latest resolution 
of the Security Council, but there was 
a history prior to that and we were 
prepared to continue the conversations 
not on the basis of the latest resolution 
which we rejected, but We were pre
pared to take it up at the point where 
it was brought before that. If we gror/ 
impatient, our impatience may lead 
into a wrong policy and later on we 
might regret it. Of course we should 
not adopt that kind of patience which 
is a cloak for cowardice. We may 
find it necessary to strike back if and 
when we are struck, but let us not 
anticipate many steps in that direction 
now. If we are convinced that we are 
pursuing a right policy, we can go 
ahead with it. There are many evils 
in this wicked world that we are not 
able to rectify. In South Africa, our 
countrymen may b. having a serious
ly inrohVv niont pusition to put it mlld- 
)y. While our hearts might go out in 
sympathy to them, there are limita
tions under whifh we have to act.

I did not understand the objection to 
what is, called the moral re-armament 
movement. It is not a very essential 
nuestioa In present context but it 
has been referred to by Members on 
the opposite side. It has the funda
mental principles of absolute purity, 
absolute truthfulness, absolute charity 
as its basis. Those who want to cul
tivate the art, the cruel art of class 
hatred and violence may feel that the 
appc âl to absolute purity or truthful- 
540 PSD

ness .or charity is nbt in furtheratiefi of 
their programme, in furtherance of 
their wishes.

Again I do not understand the poli
tical issue which the hon. Dr. )Kharc 
tried to make out of conversions of 
some people to Christianity. If Christ
ians, out of their own free wiU, em
brace any other religion, I think no po
litical issue can be made out of it. In 
fact, in Travancore-Cochip Stjite, I 
heard—I am not sure of the exact 
figures—that several backward com
munity Christians have embraced 
Hinduism. Well and good. If they 
wanted to go back to Hinduism and 
embrace the Hindu religion, let them 
do so. But what is the political issue 
which anybody would like to make out 
of it? I fail to understand,
6 P.M. •

I next come to the question of the 
membership of India in the Common
wealth. I am not the most competent 
person to expound it, but from a sim
ple commonsf iise point of view, I fail 
to what is objectionable in that 
memijsrship. Just as 1 said a little 
while ago, as individuals cannot live 
unto themselves, so also, nations can
not live unLo themselves. For parti
cular and limited purposes, it is good, 
natural, proper and right that we 
should aUk.i ourselves with other peo
ple on a footing of equality What 
the hon. Prime Minister said on a pre
vious occasion was referred to by a 
previous speaker, I think, in a sii^ tiy  
distorted way. What the Prime Minis
ter stated was this, that if we are not 
able; to exercise pressure on some othci* 
member of the Commonwealth, it 
means also that other members of the 
Commonwealth would not be able to 
exercise pressure on us. unless it be 
pressure of reasonable persuasiveness, 
and that this is all to tihe good. There 
are people who deplore our friendly 
alliance with one nation now or with 
another nation at another time, for limi
ted purposes, but they deplore it for 
some secret reasons. The secret be

nd it is that they like to see India 
align itself with some other bloc. 
Amongst school children it sometimes 
happens that if A is friendly, towards 
ti then C who is Jealous of this rela
tionship between A and B goes on 
taunting them, and exaggerating and 
distorting the innocent and honourable 
relationship between them. He Is dis
appointed that he does not enjoy that 
friendship. Similarly some people 
who go on taunting us of our friendly 
relatioDship with certain nations are 
motivated py disappointment in that 
we have refused to walk into some 
other parlour of which they are so 
fond. The analogy that we have dls- 
cus.sed is something that is Innocent
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compared with the serious matter we 
are discussing. If for limited pur
poses, we align ourselves with parti
cular nations, there is no reasonable 
ground on which it can be resented, un
less there be some secret reason behind 
such an argument. I would like to 
repeat that there is nothing wrong In 
our aligning ourselves with particular 
nations in this way lor limited purpos
es; now it may be with one bloc, now 
it may be with another bloc I would 
like to express my confidence in the 
policy that we have adopted and say 
that as long as we persist in this right 
policy of independence, even if the re
sults that we hope to have do not come 
to us with that quickness which we 
would have liked to see, still we may 
have the assurance and certain con
viction that ultimately it will prove to 
be the successful poli-cy at the bar of 
history itself, and by reference to the 
concrete results It will bring about, our 
policy will stand vindicated.

Shri Punnoose (Alleppey): 1 was 
listening very carefully to the speeches 
made from the other side. Inhere was 
a sort of growing unhappiness when 
I found that a very wrong approach has 
been made to our foreign policy. The 
hon. Member opposite said that we were 
receiving applause, approbation and 
approval everywhere in the United 
Nations. The hon. Member who spoke 
prior to me certainly tried to evaluate 
our foreign policy by certain moral 
standards and satisfied himself that 
we are going on very well. I do not 
lor a moment say that these ap
proaches we should not make. I do 
not contend for a moment that these 
are totally irrelevant issues. But for 
the time being, whether n certain 
section in the United Nations would 
look at us with approval or for the 
matter of that, a certain bloc would 
not approve of our dealings, is quite 
immaterial. Also the satisfaction that 
we have done something morally 
great, and so there is no hope lost 
on moral grounds, is a very poor con
solation.

What fundamentally matters is 
how we should try to evaluate our 
foreign policy. Today there is a grave 
international situation with wftiich we 
are faced. There is the question of 
war or peace. There is the question 
of colonialism, and there is also the 
question of certain aggressive nations, 
and their Governments poking their 
nose and interfering in the Internal 
conditions of certain countries. The 
question is whether by the stand that 
we have taken in the United Nations 
in our resolution on the Korean 
question, or by the many good speeches

that our .hon. Prime Minister has 
made, we have been able to avert 
that grave situation which is alarm
ing and menacing. There is a dan
gerous feeling of insecurity when 
we have to keep the balance all right, 
when we have to keep ourselves on 
a Vnoral plane. We are at the pre- 
sient moment passing through a period, 
when war clouds are gathering over 
us. Suppose it rains, or suppose the 
spark starts, and the fire is on, what 
will happen? It is a matter of great 
importance to every nation, including 
ourselves. Therefore, the main ques
tion before us is how we have been 
able to affect the international situa
tion. The hon. Member there, Mr. 
Shiva Rao, brought a sort of U.N.O. 
atmosphere for the time being, and 
when I was listening to him, I thought 
that I was listening to a miniature 
U.N.O. debate. He said that our ap
proach met with the approval of a 
major section in the U.N.O. The 
Korean war was going on. The Pan 
Mun Jon talks were going on for a 
long time. There was agreement on 
61 points, but when the 62nd point 
came, what happened? Mr. Shiva 
Rao knows what haopened, and also 
every Member in this House. The 
House will remember that there is 
such a thing as the Geneva Conven
tion. It was a Convention v/hich was 
accepted by more than 60 nations, 
and it was the result of four long 
years of discussion. It was stated 
clearly in Article 180 of that Con
vention that prisoners of war shall 
be released and set free without d ^  
lay after the cessation of active hosti
lities. Another Article in that Con
vention says that prisoners of war 
may in no circumstances renounce in 
part or in entirety the rights secured 
to them by the present Convention. 
I would like to ask Prof. Mathew 
who comes from my place one ques
tion in this connection. Is It not 
moral that they should abide by 
this Convention which was entered 
into by more than 60 nations. Includ
ing the great powers, the U.S. and the 
U.K., from which moral rearmament 
now hails?. Why should this Conven
tion be thrown out now? After all. 
what is it that we have suggested? 
Let us leave alone what other people 
have said about our proposals. Let 
us for the time being forget the praise 
that we got. What was our recom
mendation in his regard? Let us 
come to bare facts. .We said that the 
question of the prisoners of war may 
be referred to the United Nations, 
which itself Is a party to the war, 
the aggressive war that is being fought 
on the soil of Korea. At the present 
moment. I am not so much interested
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in the merits or otherwise of our 
stand. Let us come to realities. 
Here is the offer, the Chinese offer 
made by the Prime Minister of China, 
that let there be a cessation of hosti

lities, that there shall be no blood
shed from this moment onwards. 
Only if that is done, will a discussion 
of the question round the table be 
possible. I will be very much obliged 
if my hon. friend Prof. Mathew re
presenting moral rearmament would 
answer me and say whether this is 
a moral suggestion or not. Has this 
proposal the backing of morality or 
not? Then there is war in Malaya 
at the present moment. There is the 
Indo-China question. There is the 
question of Kenya. What are all 
these? Are these accidents? In 
Malaya, to me and to many ordinary 
men like me, the position of Britain 
is the most immoral position. They 
hfive no bysiness to be there. Let 
them clear out. .

An Hon. Member: They have no
morality.

Shri Punnoose: I confess 1 am a
little confused when phrases like 
‘absolute honesty* etc. are paraded 
by the moral rearmament gentlemen 
while they find nothing very much 
wrong in the position of the British 
in Malaya, the French in Indo-China 
and in what the British are just 
now doing in Kenya 'and also in the 
atomic diplomacy which is being 
practised in the homeland of moral 
rearmament! That is my difficulty 
with the moral rearmament.

I know we have limitations. The 
Prime 'Minister said—and very cor
rectly said—that we cannot carry all 
the international events on our 
shoulders. Quite true. No country 
has such a broad shoulder as to carry 
all the international troubles. 
But what exactly are our prin
ciples? I believe the present 
Prime Minister, the former leader of 
our anti-imperialist movement had an 
international policy much earlier. I 
remember the days when he went to 
Spain and stood for Republican ^ a in  
at a time when certain gentlemen of 
the moral rearmament ^roup were 
thanking God for Hitler. Our Prime 
Minister at that time, the leader of 
our anti-imperialist movement, stood 
against war and spoke for Republi
can Spain. Well, I do not want the 
Prime Minister now to go about shou
ting slogans, nor do I want our de
legation to U.N. to carry on demons
trations there. But shall we not clear
ly state where we are? Are we, in 
the struggle between Malayans and 
the British, on the side of the Mala
yans? I was a little amused when

the other day Mr. Bevan said in hla 
Constitution Club speech that the diffi
culty about Malaya was that they did 
not know exactly to whom to hand 
over power. Exactly the same apolo
gy about >Yhich Shri Nehru had made 
much fun of in former years! This 
sort of apology, this sort of interven
tion, aggrandizement and exploita
tion of colonial countries is at the 
root of the whole trouble today. So 
we do not want it. Certainly, I am 
a Communist,—for good or bad—and 
I believe that the policies followed by 

, the Soviet country and by tlie People’s 
Democracy of China are more near 
to peace than any other. JBut I do 
not want the Governgient of India or 
any Government for the matter iot 
that to say ‘Amen’ to everything that 
this bloc or that says. We shall 
certainly have our moorings. We 
shall stand by them and shall not 
make it appear that from moment 
to moment we shift our position. 
The question is whether we shall dec
lare ourselves against all sorts of 
colonialism and against all sorts of 
intervention in backward countries? 
It was said that great armies march 
on their stomach. It was said some 
time ago. In modern times it is much 
more true to say that great armies 
march on public opinion. No aggres
sor, no force on earth which wants 
to drench this world in war can dare 
do so as long as there is a sound 
public opinlen against it. That is 
why all the ^ r I d  over we And tod^y 
issues being distorted and confused. 
All sorts of distorted versions are 
given and the public, mind Is sought 
to be qpnfused. Therefore, the 
greatest service that we can do for 
peace today, and for ourselves, is to 
state our policy clearly, definitely and 
precisely on every issue and say that 
we have nothing to do with ansrthing 
which steps over our accept^ for
mula of antlrcolonlalism and for free
dom and for the right of every nation 
to decide its own destiny.

The hon. Member, Mr. Sbiva Rao, 
said that our policy met wtth appro
val in the U nit^  Nations. Look at 
the resuft of our resolution. Wbat 
is the net result of it? You can sec. 
Of course, the war in Korea still con
tinues. But much more I believe ^ e  
US Government became much more 
stiff than ever during these years. 
‘Asians shall flght Asians’—they have 
given it out as their policy; and Asian 
countries were gathered for the time 
being to vote for the USA. And then 
the Koje Island murders increased 
after the Indian Resolution.

Therefore, to say that we cannot do 
much is correct. But we can do a 
great lot. In the first place, we m
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a big nation, a great number; 350 
mijBon people count much. And 
our position in Asia is decisive and 
our aii,tl-imperialist traditions fiive us 
a position and stature which cannot 
be overlooked. Therefore, it is high 
time that we leave no loopholes for 
the imperialists to make it appear 
that we are on their side. Several 
people doubt and 1 know it that our 
economic relations, our economic ob
ligations to the U.S.A., our ‘friendly re
lations’ as Mr. Mathew v/ould say, 
with the British and being in the 
Commonwealth—all these factors are 
drawing us nearer to a position where 
in the long run we will not be able 
to play oUr role. And when the crisis 
comes—if it ever comes—we will find 
ourselves on the wrong side, playing 
a role which we now do not bargain 
for.

Therefore, it is my honest convic
tion, and 1 appeal to the Prime Minis
ter to wake up before it is too late; 
make qMt posl)tiori dear and let it be 
understood clearly and let our call 
be r̂pme a uniting force, and let our 
side Income a uniting force,
I do not know whether we 
will be able to collect small fry 
here and there, but the fundamental 
thipg is that our stand must be ac- 
ceptat)le to the vast numbers of peo
ple everywhere.

IWr. Ctiairman: In pursuance of the 
Depiity-Speaker’s directions in the 
mornj^g, intin;Lation has been given 
by the Members to Secretary in res
pect of cut motions.

Cut motion No. 298 seeks to discuss 
appointment of ‘ Ambassadors and 
High Commissioners and Governors 
belonging to the Scheduled Castes 
community*. As the appointment of 
'Governors’ is not th^ concern of the 
Ministry, the words ^and Governors* 
have been omitted from this cut 
n^otlon and, no discussion will be al- 
low:ed on that subject.

DisproportUyn between sums spent for 
social services and for other purposes

8hri H. N. Miikerjee: I be« to move:
**That the demand under the 

' head 'Tribal Areas’ be reduced 
by Rs. 100.”
Policy  ̂ o/ drift in foreign affairg 

P^. Lmnka Svi|idanu|i: I beg to
mov^:

*‘That the demand under the 
head ^External A^irs* be reduced 
by Rs. 100/'  ̂ ’

(i) Failure of Government to follow 
a steady, dynamic and positive neutral

foreign policy.
(ii) Attitude of India towards M.E.D.O,
(Hi) Policy of appeasement towards 

Pakistan.
s'bti M. S. Giinipadaswaray

(Mysore): I beg to move:
(i) “That the demand under the 

head ‘External Affairs’ be reduced 
by Rs. 100.”

(ii) “That the demand under 
the head ‘External Affairs’ be re
duced by R̂s. 100.”

(iii) “That the demand under 
the head ‘External Affairs’ be re
duced by Rs. 100.”

Leader\ship of India in Asia to propa
gate the message of peace to the Asian 

people.
Kumarl Annie Mascarene (Trivatv 

drum): I beg to move:
“That the demand under the 

head ‘External Affairs’ be reduced 
by Rs. 100.”

Withdrawal from the Commonwealth 
of Natioms,

Shri T. K. Cbandhorl (Berham- 
pore): I beg to move:

“That the demand under the 
head ‘External Affairs* be reduced 
by Rs. 100.*’
(i) Failure of Government to safe

guard interests of Indians in Ceylon.
(ii) Need and desirability of liqui

dating the French and Portuguese 
pockets in India,

Shri N. P. Damodarjtn (Tellicher- 
ry): I beg to move:

(i) “That the demand under the 
head ‘External Affairs* be reduced 
by Rs. 100.”

(ii) “That the demand under 
the head ‘External Affairs’ be re
duced by Rs. 100.”

(i) Composition of the Indian Delega
tion to the United Nations.

(ii) Ascertainment of facts regarding 
the alleged death of Subhas Chandra

Bose.
Shrl U, N. Makerjee: I beg to move:

(i) “That the demand under the 
head ‘External Affairs’ be reduced 
by Ri. 100.”

(li) “That the demand under the 
head ‘EJxtemal Affairs’ be reduced 
by Rs. l o o .”
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Failure to sectire facilities for Indians 
to re-enter South Africa

Sliri Naiu^as (Ongole—Reserved
—Sch. Castes^: I beg to move:

*That the demand under tbe 
head ‘External Affairs* be reduced 
by Rs. 100.”

Failure of Government to follow a 
consistent peace polû y*

Shri Punnoose: I beg to move:
‘That the demand under the 

head ‘External Aflairs’ be reduced 
by Rs. 100.”

Appointment of High Commissioners 
and Ambassadors belonging to the 

Scheduled Castes,
Dr. Jatav-vir (Bharatpur-Sawai 

Madhopur—Reserved—Sch. Castes): I 
beg to move:

“That the demand under the 
head ‘External Affairs* be reduced 
by Rs. 100.**

(i) Corruption and bureaucratic 
methods prevailing in the emigration

establishments, ^

(ii) Urgent necessity of providing 
colonising facilities for the peo/^U of

Kerala in Borneo, Andamans etc.
Shrl N. Sreekantaa Nair (QuUon 

cum Mavelikkara): I beg to move:
(i) “That the demand under the 

head ‘External Affairs’ be reduced 
by Rs. 100.**

(ii) “That the demand under 
head ‘External Affairs* be reduced 
duced by Rs, 100.**

Appointment Ambassadors and 
High Commissioners

Sfari N. P. Damodi^an: I beg to
move:

“That the demand under the 
•head ‘External Affairs* be reduced 
by Rs. 100.**

(i) A i^ in tm en t of Ambassadors and 
High Commissioners belonging to the

Scheduled Castes community,
(ii) Colonising facilities for people 
from the Scheduled Castes commimity.

(Sholapur— R̂e
served—Sch. Cartes): I beg to'move:

(i) “Th^t the demand under the 
head ‘External Affairs' be reduced

by Rs. 100."
(ii) *‘That the demand under the 

bead ‘ External Affairs’ b^ reduced 
by R«.

Undemocratic character of Chander- 
nagore administration

Sliri Ttts!iar Chatti^Jea (Seram  ̂
pore): I beg to move:

“That the demand under the 
hc.id ‘Chandcrnagore* (pages
286-300) be reduced by Rs. lOO.**
Mr. Chairman: Slips were given by 

the hen. Members and in accordance 
with the directions, these will be re
garded ns moved already.

Shrl N. Sreckantan Nalr: I feel
that the foreign policy of India has 
all along been n weak-kneed policy. 
As a matter of fact, our policy has 
been tacked on to the apron strings 
of mother Britain and we follow that 
policy whether we like it or not. It 
is a well known fact that the home 
policy and the foreign policy are but 
two faces of the same coin. As such, 
wie know, that when the British divi
ded India and imposed certain condi
tions on us, we cannot but continue 
in that line chalked out by the Bri
tish piasters: and as l^ng as we con
tinue that line we are bound to fol
low the British foreign policy. If 
there jiave been one or two exceptions 
in the past thcs3 ex: options only prove 
the general ruie ‘.hat we follow the 
British foreign policy. I do not 
understand the so-called free
dom that we fo low in our foreign
policy. As a matter of fact, if India
did really want to be free in her
foreign policy, naturally they would 
have adopted those revoUitionary poli
cies at home which one might have 
expected from Pandit Jawaharlal 
Nehru—the erstwhile Socialist. Had 
he been the socialist that he was in 
the past, certainly he would have 
changed the entire line of adminis
tration at home which would have 
found its reactions outside. By this 
I do not mean that we should side 
this bloc or that bloc. As a matter 
of fact, I would only wish, if it were 
possible, that the Government of India 
would and should utilise the rivalries 
between the two blocs to better our 
own position both Internally and in
ternationally. But, unfortunately we 
have been idealists, empty idealists, 
very poor practical statesmen. Like 
Don Quixote with lances levelled, we 
tilted windmills all the world over. 
But w4ien we come to our own home
land, when we consider our own pro
blems we And that qur women are 
abducted, onr women are raped and 
our nationals ure trampled under the 
feet everywhere in thp world. We 
always talk in the internpttonal plane.
I cannot understi^nH ĥ ŵ wo can be 
peaco-makers for the who) ' wor!*̂  
(Interruption). Comrade Pi inoo->e 
said that we are indeed a veiy fu • 
stantial force in the lotamaiioBai poli-
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[Shri N. Sreekantan Nair)
tics. As a matter of fact, our strik
ing strength is very ̂ little ana that 
is what counts in the world of today. 
As such, we ou^ht to confine our at
tention to things which are immecna- 
tely our own concern and go ahead 
with the futherance of our own pro
grammes. Unfortunately, that has 
never been the case wiln India. And, 
;;q the result has been that Indian 
r.ational aspirations have been com
pletely given up. Our nationals out- 
I 'de are being kicked about, are in- 
j ulted all over the world and we go 
and sit in conferences. Common
wealth Conferences where South Africa 
is there, where Ceylon is there 1 We 
arc shaking hands with them, we 
exchange courtesies with them, wie 
give them succour and they give us 
kicks on the face, not on the back as 
hon. Dr. Mookerjee said some time be
fore. This is the attitude we adopt. 
We ought to follow a policy which is 
more honourable, which is more real 
and if we had followed that policy in 
the past certainly we would have 
nationalised our industries at home 
and followed an independent policy 
abroad. But, unfortunately, as we 
have surrendered to the capitalists in 
our oyrn country, we have also surren
dered to the capitalists outside and, 
aK my friend, Mr. Punnoose remarked, 
we may find at the end that we are 
unwittingly or unknowingly dragged 
into international conflicts with our
selves entangled with the Capitalist 
bloc. I would, earnestly request this 
House and the hon. Prime Minister 
to reconsider our policy and only to 
concentrate our attention on things 
which directly concern us and our 
country and not to pretend that we are 
a big force in the world politics. Let 
us be realists, let us be honest about 
our own strength and our own weak
nesses.

Another matter which I want to 
bring to the notice of the House is 
the administration of the various sec
tions and departments of our Foreign 
Affairs Ministry. We have heard a 
lot in the previous session about the 
working of the High Commissioner’s 
Office in Londoiv and of the so-called 
scandals in which the High Commis
sioner was involved. We were also 
assured of personal enquiries by the 
Prime Minister. But we find him as 
one of the leaders of the Delegation 
to the United Nations Organisation. 
No action, no material action has as 
yet been taken on these issues. That 
is almost the case with every foreign 

legation.

rise to the greatest scandals that can 
be imagined in a democratic country.

I wish to bring to the notice of tire 
House a very serious case, where a 
man from South India wanted to go 
to Singapore and earn his living. He 
was murdered in cold blood in the 
Emigration Office at Madras. 1 have 
brxjught this to the notice of the Prime 
Minister by letter and I have not re
ceived any reply. I attempted to 
bring this matter up before this House 
by a starred question but it was dis
allowed. I will just give some of the 
details of this case.

One Ramakrishnan from Travan- 
core-Cochin State has been working 
in Singapore Naval Base for the last 
21 years. Mr. Sadanandam, his bro
ther wanted to join him. Mr. Rama
krishnan sent money and the other 
preliminary formalities were comple
ted. He got a passport from the Tra- 
vancore-Cophin State and he came to 
Madras. In early November, 1952 the 
Bmigration authorities told him that 
he must deposit Rs. 150. So he wired 
to his brother in Singapore. That 
brother sent the deposit of Rs. 150, 
by a draft from the Overseas Bank— 
draft No. 0-36710 on 24th November,
1952.

The Deputy Minister of External 
Affairs (Shri Anil K. Chanda): What 
is the name?

Shri N. Sreekantan Nair: K.
nandam.

Sada-

Shri AniLK. Chanda: Is not the case 
sub-judice?

Shri N. Sreekantan Nair: I cannot 
say.

Shri Anil K. Chanda: Sir, a serious 
complaint has been mada against the 
Emigration Officer, Madras, and it is 
pending before the Fifth Presidency 
Magistrate, Madras.

Shri N. Sreekantan Nair: I am not
going to say anything about the merits 
of the case. I am only stating certain 
facts. I was not informed by the 
hon. Prime Minister that the case has 
been taken up or that it is sub-judice. 
I am bringing to your notice such 
facts as do not make it sub-judice,

Mr. Chairman: Whatever the hon.
Member says does not make the case 
sub-judice. The case is already there. 
He should avoid any reference to the 
matters which are pending before 
courts.

So far as the Emigration offices in 
India are concerned, they have given

Shri N. Sreekantan Nair: Sir, I do 
not want to go into the merits of the
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case. I am saying wbat I personally 
know about it; not by way of com
ments or by way of going into the 
merits.

Blr. Cliairmaii: The bon. Member
will make observations in his speech 
about the matters which he considers 
are true, and established, but when 
the matter is pending before the 
court, he is not right in referring to 
those matters. That is the difficulty.

Shri N. Sreekantan Nair. Sir, that 
is indeed quite unfortunate because 1 
caniiot place all the facts before the 
House.

Mr. Chairman: He can only refer to 
the case. So far as that particular 
matter is concerned, it has already 
come to the notice of the Government.

Shri N. Sreekantan Nair: I have only 
to remark that I was travelling 
on the 12th December, by the Trivan
drum Express from Madras to Trir 
vandrum and in that train there were 
oth^r peoi^e who had been to ^he 
Emigration Office on the day of the 
incident, that is the 12tli. They 
thought it better to go home rather 
than face the rigours and atrocities in 
the Emigration Office. They thought 
their lives were more precious than 
the chances of earning something by 
going to foreign countries. There
fore those people who wanted to make 
a living, who wanted to earn their 
bread by going to foreign countries 
were actually fleeing. They were 
legally entitled to get tbeir emigration 
certificates when they went to the 
office, but rather than taking the cer
tificates they were actually flying. 
After two or three days there was 
great agitation in Travancore-Cochin. 
The Member of the State Legislature 
for Varkula made a Press statement 
and he also complained to the authori
ties. What I wanted to show was that 
the authorities have received a 
large number of complaints against 
the Madras Immigration Officer. That 
officer has been treating the appli
cants brutally, insulting them, using 
very vile language and very often 
assaulting them. This has been going 
on for quite a long time, and any 
number of complaints to the adminis
tration at the Centre has been of no 
avail. These poor citizens want to 
go outside and earn their living. They 
do not get a chance, because our 
Govei:nment does not give them the 
facilities to go outside and colonise. 
As a jnatter of fact, we know the posi
tion of the population in India. Par
ticularly, in my State the density is 
very much. We have got perhaps the 
highest population figure in the whole 
world. We want breathing space 
somewhere. We are prepared to go

out of the country to anywhere in any 
part of the world, provided we can 
colonise. But we are not given a 
chance. There are supposed to be 
possibilities of immigration for the 
purpose of colonisation in Borneo, An
damans and other places. Hundreds 
of people from my State have ap
plied, but they do not get a reply. 
They do not know, when or how, or 
through what source they can find out 
whether it is possible to colonise else
where.

The Government are talking of 
idealism and internationalism, but 
these are the actual sufferings of the 
poor man and they are not recognised 
by anybody. After all, our foreign 
poli(^ is not something of which we 
can be proud of. Of course, a Mem
ber of this House has been deputed 
to the United Nations, and I am 
proud of it. But I do not understand 
why only one Member should be sent 
off and on. I feel that the Prime 
Mmister does not believe in the capa
city or the bona fides of the regular 
diplomats in our country or other 
people who are equally well versed 
in foreign affairs. This preferential 
treatment to certain persons, especial
ly to those who happen to be lelatives 
of the Prime Minii^r, gives a bad 
impression and encourages nepotism 
in the States, whose officials take shel
ter under the cover of this precedent- 
which the Prime Minister himself is 
setting up.

Shri Patajricar (Jalgaon): Sir, I had 
offered a few remarks with res
pect to our foreign policy at the time 
when I made my observations on the 
President's Address. I would now 
like to take this full-fledged opportu
nity to answer some of those who have 
criticised our present foreign policy. 
The charge against the present foreign 
policy of the Government is that it 
is a policy of neutrality; it is a policy 
of negation; it is not a positive policy.
I would like to remind th^ critics that 
our policy is not a policy of mere neu
trality and negation. Nor is it a policy 
of drift, as some hon. Members call 
it. It is a positive policy, designed to 
achieve our objective, namely, of keep
ing ourselves free from and not getting 
involved in the mess created by several 
warring forces in the world as they 
are operating at present. The next ob
ject of our foreign policy is to make 
all possible efforts that we can 
make to keep peace and try to see that 
war, which the generality of human 
beings does not want but which a few 
people who are in charge of the ad
ministrations, whether rightly or 
wrongly, consciously or unconsciously 
either want or are taking steps that 
tend to show that war may be the re-
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suit of their actions,—that such a war 
does not cpme about.

The question Tjefore us is not of im
mediate achievements. Let us see the 
background. Till 1947, our country s 
fo re ig n  .policy was decided by the Bri
tish. Therelore, we have to be judged 
by whatever we have tried to do dur
ing the last flve years after the attain
ment of our independence. At the 
time when we attained independence, 
actually cold war had started, A cold 
war was already operatin^i. There were 
forces in the World which though appa
rently not at war with each other, 
were trying rievertheless to do things 
in a manner that each one was trying 
to extend its sphere of Influence. As is 
well known, there are two blocs in the 
world today: one headed by the Soviet 
Union and the other headed by Ameri
ca. II you want to judge our foreign 
policy, I would suggest to you to look 
at what we have done during the last 
flve years and also think what would 
have happened if w«e had not taken 
all the care which we have taken to 
keep ourselves free from 
being entangled In the mess created 
by these power blocs. It is no doubt 
true, and it cannot be denied, that 
there are forces which are trying to 
engulf areas to the east of our coun
try in their mess. I would not go 
into details, because it would serve no 
useful purpose. It is patent to any 
reasonable man, however, who wants 
to take a rational view of things that 
unmistakably there are attemptg being 
made by certain sections to exploit not 
only the economic d^tession and the 
economic disabilities from which the 
people in Asia and the East suffer, 
but also so many other things. There 
is a psychological war being carried on. 
There is the other bloc which is try
ing to influence certain other coun- 
tî ies. If you look at the world as it 
stands tbday, you will find that to the 
north of the Himalayas, there are 
countries which follow one kind of 
Ideology and are now called the iron 
curtain countries. I do not like to 
speak in derogation of any of these 
countries, because I do not think it 
would be proper for us to say any such 
thing. Similarly, there are other bloo  ̂
which are trying to take advantage 
of what is happening, say. in Cygpt, 
Turkey or Iran. We must take a rea
listic view and judge our foreign policy. 
We may not at present be directly con
cerned with what is happening in Iran, 
but those things may one day develop 
into something which might engulf a 
large section of the world into flames.

[M r. D e p u ty -S p e ak £ r  in  the Chair]

There are some forces which want 
to exploit the situation in Asia. Simi
larly, there is trouble in the Middle 
East and the East. In Europe iilso, if you 
look at the map, you will find that 
there is already tm Atlantic Pact to 
defend certain countries. The result 
\s that even though actual war has 
ceased, still talcing into account all the 
present factors we have tried to keep 
ourselves aloof.

Some reference was made by Shri. 
mati SUcheta Kripalani to the fact that 
instead of our alw'ays trying to appeal 
to the big powers, we might try to 
apt>eal to the smaller fries. The least 
that I can say is that we are trying 
our best to help these unfortunate 
small nations and it is these nations 
which on one ground or other are exr 
ploited by one or the otiiji sections 
of the big powers, whether they be 
weirtera or eastern. The fact is that 
any attempt of that riatutfe is likely to 
result in something which may harm 
our cause. One should not think 
lightly of these things. After all, the 
big powers command vast resources 
in men, money, material and the 
power of destruction also. If we try 
to catch hold of the so-called smaller 
fries and form a federation, we would 
put ourselves into a danger from which 
It would be very difllcult to extricate 
ourselves. Look, for instance, to what 
is happening in Korea. There was 
some r^Ie^nce made to our attitude. 
What is our attitude ? We have been 
Tiiisikitlg our best efforts to see that the 
war in Korea ends, because we realise 
as much as any one else the dangers 
of the continuance of this conflict. But 
the war in Korea is not a war \^tween 
the North Koreans and the South 
Koreans. It is a war the springs of 
which are entirely in the hands of 
different people elsewhere. And, if 
in spite of the best efforts that we 
make peace does not come, it is not a 
fault of ours.

Take, for instance, another case, tlie 
ReDublic ofChina in the United Nations We nl- 

WfJS were in favour of China belns 
admitted to the United Nations w f 

“ever tried to make ourselws 
hostile to any of these big powers, or 

. Nor *15 we wan? to take anybody s side so as to make 
ourselves the target of attack else
where. Our policy is clear. We have 
^ n  m atog  all possible honest efforts 
to see that peace Is restored. As one 
who has watched the developments in 
Korea, I think it is clear that both 
jiides do not want peace. Ihat in 
m y  ^rsonal impression of the matter. 
Whatevw theories they advance and the 
small points they raise all go to indicate
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one thing—that neither side is very 
much interested in peace being esta
blished, The same was the idea under
lying a proposal that 4-here should be 
only Cease-fire and nothing further. I do 
not want to go into the merits of that 
case. But I cannot h«lp saying that 
a proposal coming from one of the par
ticipating Piitions that there should be 
^nly Cease-fire and the rest should be 

 ̂ left to be considered in future could 
not h^ve been born out of lofty motives.

Therefore, as I said, our foreign 
policy is to be decided not by its im- 

» mediate results, but by the honest 
•efforts, situated as we are and the posi
tion which we occupy in the present 
world, that we have been making in 
^rder to secure peace.

Then there was some criticism about 
•what is happening to our citizens in 
Ceylon and in South Africa. Even 
Dr. Syama Prasad Mookerjee when he 
referred to this matter and said that 
our policy was not very eflective had 
to say in so many words, that nobody 
wants war. But then everything, short 
of war, that could possibly be done is 
being done. What else is it suggested 
should have been done by us?

Even in regard to the existence of 
foreign pockets in India, the critics of 
•our policy said that tpey do not want 
war. These matters can, therefore, 
only be settled by dip?pmatic and peace
ful means. It is no good getting im- 

3>atient. It you do not want war, you 
cannot afTord to be impatient either. 
For instance, that small  ̂territory of 
*Ceylon is linked up with us. Every- 
^body knows and realises that it should 
normally have been a part of our 
territory. But for historical reasons 
it is not. It is an independent terri
tory. It is also a part of the Common
wealth. There are certain other vested 
interests and we know that it occu
pies a strategic position. So. if we 
look at it from the point of view from 
-which the diflferent contending forces 
are operating, it is desirable to go 
slow and though our policy should be 
one of protecting the prestige of our 
nation we ought not to do something 
—as our critics themselves admitted— 
by which we will jeet ourselves in
volved in some conflicts somewhere.

The same is the case with regard to 
our relations with Pakistan. After all 
Pakistan is an independent nation now 
and if we do not want war, then the 
only method that could be adopted by 
anyone situated as we are, would be 
the one we are actually following now. 
Therefore, our foreign policy should 
be judged not by what happens here 
and there, but in the background of 
the fact that situated as we are in the 
world of today we have been able to 

r40 PSD

preserve our freedom. We can count 
neither on the Soviet bloc nor on the 
Anglo-American bloc because they will 
naturally look first to their own in
terests. Therefore, our policy should 
be judged by the result that we have 
been able to achieve during the past 
four years, with our limited resources. 
Any wrong step that we might have 
taken while dealing with the Korean 
problem, or the South African problem 
or the Pakistan problem, might have 
reduced our country to the position of 
Korea. As I have already said it is 
not a fight between the Koreans. It 
is a fight between two forces for the 
sake of which the Koreans have been 
made to war against each other. There
fore, pur policy should be judged not 
by the immediate results of some emo
tional advantage, but by the fact that 
we have been able to preserve our in
dependence by not getting entangled in 
the mess that is created by both the 
forces.

,Then, look at our policy from the point 
of view of the respect that we have 
been able to command so far 
as the generality of the public 
of the nations are concerned. There 
might be some people in America who 
may not like us; there may be some 
or many more in the Soviet who may 
not like our policies. But in a world 
which hungers for peace, which does 
not want war, the policy adopted by 
a nation of forty crores, which has at»- 
tained its independence only recently, 
is the only ray of hope for Hie m al^ 
tenance of peace—not peace which is 
talked of by one bloc and peace which 
is also talked of by the other bloc, 
but in different terms. There are so 
many peace conferences held by both 
sides. Both say that they want peace. 
But what do their actions show? They 
are manufacturing more and more 
atom bombs; they are manufacturing 
all possible means of carrying on a 

destructive war. Therefore we have to 
beware of any call for peace from 
either side. That is exactly what we are 
doing by our present policy. I would, 
therefore, appeal to our critics to Judge 
our foreign policy not by some emo
tional advantages, or immediate re
sults, but by the way in which we 
have been able to preserve to the ex
tent pos.̂ îble the peace of the world. 
After all the policy that we have fol
lowed during the last few years has 
saved us from being involved in any 
of the conflicts. That policy has crea
ted in the common man of the world 
a ray of hope that here is a nation 
which has attained its freedom only 
recently, but wbich fs trying its level 
best to see that there is peace in the 
w rld. I think that should be the cri
terion on which our foreign policy 
should be Judged.
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Shri Ramachandra Reddl (Nellore): 
I will just take a few minutes of the 
House to xoake a few observations on 
this Demand. I echo the feelings of 
several hon. Members in this House 
who felt that the report that has been 
placed before us on foreign affairs has 
been very scrappy and unsatisfactory. 
It would have been more useful to the 
House and to the country at large if 
more information had been forthcoming 
about our relationship with foreign 
powers and our economic and other 
relationships with those powers with 
which we have some contacts. The 
mere mention of a few incidents does 
not help us to look into tine actual 
nature of our foreign relations or tho 
policy that we are adopting with re
gard to other countries. The sending 
of two trained army horses or a few 
elephants here and there, or allowing 
a few pilgrims to be sent over there, 
is not the only information that we 
would be satisfied with. We have got 
great interests in eacji country; we 
have got political intei:ests with other 
countries. Some knowledge of the poli
tical or economic conditions pre
vailing there in relation to our own 
country would be more useful and 
probably, it will ,be very helpful for 
the House to give any further useful 
suggestions, on this Demand. In the 
absence of any such thing, it is not 
possible to have a clear idea of our 
foreign policy, and a clear idea of our 
activities in other countries.

We all know that we fought for the 
independence of entire India, and not 
merely of India without certain foreign 
pockets. We are every day feeling 
the pinch of the existence of certain 
foreign pockets in India, especially the 
French and Portuguese possessions. 
We have not been very much satisfied 
with the way in which these foreign 
pockets have been dealt with and ne
gotiations have been carried on with 
the countries that have got hold on 
these pockets. We see every day how 
much the country around these foreign 
pockets is harassed, how much our 
own nationals are bfiing teased and 
annoyed, and how much of our own re
venue is being sacrificed, how row
dyism and other unsocial acts are 
thriving fn these pockets. Even our 
prohibition policy is being set at 
naught ^  the existence of these 
pockets. By the smuggling of liquor, 
smuggling of gold, and smuggling of 

articles of import on 
which this nation would certainly have 
had sgme control, some income is being 
denied to us and a few people are get
ting the best benefits of this smug
gling process. Might I suggest that 
any more appeals or notes would not 
be of any use, but that the personal

contact of the hon. Prime Minister ar
ranged through our Embassies with 
countries like Portugal and France, 
when he next visits Liondon, would be 
of greater value, because his personal 
influence and personal persuasion 
would have greater effect with on these 
nations. When we find that we are 
enjoying independence in the whole 
of India, we feel that our friends 
aroUnd us. especially in these foreign 
pockets are finding it dlfUcult even to 
continue there, in peace and prosperi
ty.

Our policy with regard to Ceylon and 
South Africa seems to be very much 
slackening. Ceylon has been flouting 
the Interests of India; so also Africa. 
No doubt the African question has 
become very chronic and probably 
there is no. possibility of remedying it. 
While it is not possible for us to be 
aggressive, it is probably possible for 
us to remedy the situation by other- 
persuasive measures. We are in the 
Commonwealth. The Commonwealth 
seems to be of no use in regard to the 
solution of these problems before us. 
^metimes we feel that we are strong 
in the company of Conxmonwiealth na
tions. Sometimes we feel that we are 
entrapped as it were. We are unable 
to get over it. We are not able to 
protect ourselves against some of these 
smaller nations which are trying to 
harass our nationals. It is therefore 
very necessary that a stronger attitude 
should be taken by our Government 
m regard to these foreign countries 
where our nationals are being harassed, 
where the citizenship rights of our na
tionals are being curtailed and 
jeopardised. I would also suggest in 
this connection that the hon. Prime 
Minister during his next visit to London 
niight find it possible to contact those 
other countries also through our Em. 
bassies and discuss with them and find 
out ways and means of solving these 
questions as early as possible. We 
cannot be allowed to go on in 
™s state of affairs for a very long time. 
£itner we protect our nationals in 
Ceylon and Africa or tell them that 

«oing to protect them any 
our nationals 

fn ♦ Jif possible fbr us
theirHghts and protect

It is sug^sted that unless we allow 
our nationals to go to foreign countries.

b^ause India Is not
if* ° P r̂ovide them with employ

ment, and unless they are employed, 
they cannot maintain themselves. It 
is for the purpose of maintaining them
selves and earning something that thev 
fhf to Ceylon or Africa. One of 
the solutions that can be thought of
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is to provide them employment in the 
country itself and to see that migra
tion is restricted to a greater extent. 
I feel that employment can be found 
by expanding our agricultural opera
tions in the country where we have 
got 16 crores of acres of land that can 
be brought under the plough still. Of 
course, that would be a matter of in
ternal policy. Anyhow, it has close 
connection with our external policy 
also.

Unfortunately, the Kashmir problem 
has been exercising the minds of all 
politicians in this country. It is nei
ther within the country nor outside 
the country ; it is neither within our 
Constitution nor outside our Constitu
tion, But, it has inroads on our Bud
get. It is very difficult now to tell 
them that we cannot afford to give 
them any more money. At the same 
time, it is not easy for us to tell them 
that they should Join us and be one 
with us.

Mr. Deputy>Speaker: That is not
directly in the field of External Affairs. 
It is part of India.

Shri Ramachandra Reddi: I have re
cognised that and I have remarked 
on that also.

Mr. Deputy-Spcaker: In connection
with the Ministry of States, possibly, 
it will have relevance; not otherwise.

Shri Ramachandra Reddi: But, to re
solve this peculiar position, it would 
be better if the matters are e^roedi- 
ted and the personal ipfluence of the 
hon. Prime Minister once agam 
brought to bear upon those concerned. 
There is a silver lining in the cloud 
when we notice that provincial auto
nomy is going to be granted to Jammu. 
I leave it there.

7 P.M.
Last year, I made a suggestion that 

as in America and England, a biparti
san policy in regard to consultation

with the Opposition Leaders on ques
tions of External policy and Defence 
might also be followed in this coun-. 
try. To what extent the suggestipn 
has been taken up seriously I am not 
able to understand. It will do good 
both to the Govecjament and to the 
Opposition Members to understand 
things in camera and to discuss things 
in such a manner as to see that our 
national integrity is safeguarded and 
our foreign policy is also properlv 
understood. If there had been Stand
ing Committees that existed till last 
year, probably some opportunities 
could have been taken by Members of 
this House to explain their viewpoints 
in camera to the Members of the Gov
ernment and thrash out ways and 
means of tackling some of these pro
blems which, of course, cannot be pub
licised and should be kept secret in the 
interests of the country. It is, there
fore, very necessary that some of these 
problems will have* to be taken up very 
earnestly and more expeditiously, and 
the policy of mere peace cannot help 
us any longer. I do not suggest that 
we should go to war with any one 
on any one of these questions, but 
to say that we depend upop peace 
only and to say that we cannot do any
thing more than be peaceful with every
body is not saying the last word. It 
is therefore necessary that some of 
these things have to be considered 
more closely aod measures not merely 
based on a policy of peace, be taken 
and solutions found.

Shri Velayudhan (Quilon cum Mave- 
likkara—Reserved— Ŝch. Castes) rose—

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: No! today.
The hon. Member may speak to
morrow. The House will now stand 
adjourned till Two o’clock tomorrow.

The House then adjourned till Two 
of the Clock on Tuesday, the 17th 
March, 1953.




